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Decades after the apocalypse there is a new threat to the survivors, and Ashley can't convince

anyone to take it seriously. Even her father, the great Robby Pierce, can't be swayed. Her only

recourse is to go off on her own to discover the nature of the approaching calamity.Meanwhile,

the settlements are dealing with more immediate problems. The basic laws of physics are

breaking down.They're racing against a disaster that everybody can sense and nobody can

predict.Intuition tells them to hide from the skies, but other monsters live beneath the

ground.Join Robby, Brad, Romie, and Lisa as they struggle to save the community that they

worked so hard to establish. Join them and see if they survive.

"This story has a little bit of sadness mixed with romance, sleazy bad guys, new adventures,

fun girl talk, and the hope that comes when you finally give into yourself and trust those around

you to give you something you never thought you needed." "Burned was part really sweet

romance and part the story of a woman dealing with intense grief and trying to heal. There

were moments of intense sadness but also moments of absolute hilarity (the mouse in the

shower) and joy. The best type of girl friendships were made and Sutton finally found where

she truly belonged and that sometimes life plans are meant to be changed. It's also passionate

and steamy...Teller is literally the perfect guy. Overall, I really enjoyed this story and I would

recommend if you are looking for a romance that has a lot of emotions and an incredible

journey to read about. "An enjoyable book one in the Destiny Falls series! It is a slow burn

romance that is emotionally deep, engaging, relatable, funny, steamy, and well written with

drama, ups and down, grief, adventure, good friends, likeable characters, and undeniable

chemistry. Definitely recommended!"
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series.ExtinctBlack FridayInstinctDistinctPart One:PreparingChapter 1: Ashley“We are not

alone,” Ashley said.They had given her their attention, for the moment, but that was all. They

weren’t giving her statement one tiny bit of credibility. Ashley took a deep breath and looked out

over the sea of narrowed eyes and crossed arms. They still saw her as a kid.“In this solar

system, I mean,” she continued. Her voice was growing more and more shaky with each word.

Soon, she wouldn’t even believe herself.“You all see what’s happening to the moon, right? Well

that’s just one symptom. The same thing is happening to Mars and Jupiter. I’m guessing that,

given time, we’re going to see all the same things on the other planets.”Romie, standing right

up front, shrugged and turned up her hands. She expressed with that gesture what the whole

room seemed to be feeling—so what?“We can’t let it happen,” Ashley said.“Ash,” a voice came

from the speaker. It was her father’s voice. Robby said, “We’re not letting anything happen. It’s

like saying we’re letting the sun rise. Is there something to be done?”“Maybe,” Ashley said. “But

if I could go beyond the Outpost, just with a small team…”The protests started at the back of

the room and quickly grew. Soon, everyone was shouting. Some of them were trying to quiet



the group so she could finish her proposal, but most were yelling at her to step down and yield

her time.Romie turned, raised her hands, and shut them all up with a yell.“You let her finish,”

Romie said. “She has two more minutes to make her case.”Ashley took another breath and

tried to start again. Even with two more hours, she wouldn’t be able to sway any of them. They

had their minds made up.“What did you expect, Ash?” Lisa asked. “You know the

consensus.”Ashley shook her head and sighed.“You all lived through enormous threats that

nearly ended the human race multiple times. I don’t understand why it’s so difficult to convince

you all that something terrible is happening.”Lisa smiled and squeezed Ashley’s shoulder. They

were side by side on Ashley’s bed, in the same positions that they had been countless times. It

was always this way. The world knocked her down, and Lisa helped her pick herself back

up.“Something terrible is always happening, Ash. Something terrible and something wonderful.

You have to deal with what’s right in front of you. You have to make priorities and take care of

the big stuff first.”“This is the big stuff,” Ashley said.Lisa nodded. “Maybe. Maybe it’s something

that we’re not going to be really confronted with for another thousand years.”“Exactly,” Ashley

said. “Which is precisely why I want to go research beyond the Outpost. There are answers out

there. I need to find them.”Lisa was smiling and nodding again.Ashley’s temper flared for a

moment and then quickly burned itself out. She couldn’t be mad at Lisa. She could never really

be mad at Lisa.“Can you send Romie up? I want to yell at someone,” Ashley said.Lisa nodded

even harder.Ashley laughed.Ashley reviewed every item in her backpack again. She didn’t want

to carry anything that she could easily find on the road. After some deliberation, she removed

the small stack of photos and put them back on her desk. They were too precious to take on

her trip. If they got wet or crumpled, she would never forgive herself.When she heard steps

coming down the hall, she closed the pack and shoved it under her bed with her foot.“Oh,” she

said, looking up. “Hey, Jim.”Her younger brother tilted his chin up at her and leaned against the

doorframe.“You’re taking off again,” he said.“No,” she said, raising her eyebrows and shaking

her head a little. “What gives you…”“Come on,” he said. “Tell me the truth.”He was way too

smart for thirteen years old. Their sister was even smarter—probably smarter than both of

them put together—but she didn’t pick up on social cues like Jim did.“Don’t tell, okay?”“Have I

ever?”“No,” she said, with a sigh. “You’ve always had my back.”“Just tell me what route you’re

taking,” he said. “And how long you’re going to be gone.”“Yeah. I don’t know, Jim,” she said. She

smoothed back her hair. “I honestly don’t. I’m not trying to be sneaky or anything. I…”They both

turned at the sound of Romie climbing the steps. She made a grunting sound every time she

took a stair.“Take the lift, Romie,” Jim called to her. “Why are you torturing yourself?”“Stuff a

sock in it, boy. I can still climb the stairs if I want to.”Jim and Ashley exchanged a glance. It was

no use trying to convince Romie of anything. While they waited for her to finish her ascension,

Jim went over to the desk and started flipping through the stack of photos. He paused on one

and smiled. Ashley knew which photo was his favorite. It was their dad and old Gordie. The dog

had lived practically forever, but Ashley could barely remember him. In the photo the dog had a

white muzzle and giant smile as he leaned back against their father’s leg.Jim flipped to another

photo before Romie came to the doorway.“Lisa said you’re disappointed,” Romie said. She

leaned against the doorframe, just where Jim had been a moment before. Her statement had

been pointed at Ashley, but Romie’s narrowed eyes studied Jim. Romie was always convinced

that Jim was up to something. She was usually right.“Of course I’m disappointed, but I should

have known. You were right about everyone.”“You were talking to people who lost everything,

Ash,” Romie said.“I know. You told me.”“I told you, but I’m not sure you’re hearing me. Do you

remember the first time your dad showed you a movie?”Ashley shook her head. They watched

movies every week. She couldn’t remember the first one.“You ran from the room,” Romie said.



“There were too many people in the picture and you freaked right out.”Ashley shrugged.“You

guys don’t know what it’s like for us. We still remember a world that was packed with people.

We couldn’t walk down the street without seeing a hundred people we didn’t know.”Jim looked

up from his stack of photos. It was a rare moment when Jim was actually impressed by

something that Romie said.“When we lost all that, it changed us. I’m not sure we will ever

understand the world the way you do, and you’ll never understand our perspective. That’s why

we created our community guidelines.”Ashley nodded. Romie was at least half right.“Aunt

Romie, I get that you guys went through a lot,” Ashley started.“No,” Romie said. “I’m sorry, but

you don’t. We’re speaking the same language, but it’s like two blind people discussing the

colors of the rainbow. We don’t have any idea if the same things are in our brains.”Ashley

shook her head and tried to not roll her eyes.“Keep doing your observations,” Romie said.

“Keep observing, documenting, and wait a few months before you bring it up again. People

understand that something is happening. If it’s really a threat, they’ll believe you. We all want

the same thing.”Ashley kept her mouth shut. Her decision was made. It was useless to try to

make Romie understand. And if she couldn’t make Romie, one of the people who had raised

her, understand then nobody would.“You’re still disappointed,” Romie said.Ashley nodded. “You

were supposed to come up so I could yell at you. It’s not fair for you to be reasonable and

rational.”Romie flashed a quick smile.“You guys come down in twenty. We’re having company

for dinner.”Ashley didn’t bother to ask who it was. Romie would never answer—she loved

surprises and secrets. Besides, Jim would know. He always knew whatever Romie was trying

to keep secret.Ashley looked down at her hands and Jim kept flipping through the pictures

while they waited for Romie to move down the hall. She was taking the bridge over to the north

house, where the lift was. At least they didn’t have to worry about her getting down the stairs in

one piece.“Who is coming to dinner?” Ashley asked her brother.“You’re missing the real

question,” Jim said. “Why is someone coming to dinner.”Ashley sighed. Jim was in one of his

moods.Chapter 2: Brad“It’s perfect,” Brad said. He found a chair and sat down.“It’s far from

perfect,” Mike said. “I have a list of things that should have been done differently. We don’t need

to heat up the second stage. Sariah’s tests show that it doesn’t help the yield one bit and it’s a

big waste of power.”Brad turned up his hands and looked to the sky. It was a joke that they

shared. All the power for the refinery came from solar panels, and there was no shortage of

sunshine. Their refinery could process ten times more fuel with the solar energy that they

collected. The bottleneck wasn’t that—it was the pumps and tanks.“Yeah, I know,” Mike said. “I

would turn off the heaters, but the viscosity would gum up everything if we did, and

then…”Brad put up a hand to stop him. They had already been down this path.“Next time.

Document everything, and the next people to build one of these rigs will fix the problem,

right?”Mike nodded. After a second, he broke into a smile. “You know, there might not be a next

time.”Brad sat up a little straighter. He sensed that Mike was about to spill whatever secret

project had been going on behind the scenes. Mike loved surprises.“You know Merle?”“Which

one?” Brad asked. There were at least two kids named Merle that he knew of.“Amy Lynne’s

kid,” Mike said.Brad nodded.“He loves to poke around old military bases, looking for shit to

blow up.”“Yes,” Brad said. “I’ve heard of that. He almost caused a riot here in Donnelly.”“Exactly,”

Mike said. “Fortunately, that didn’t slow him down.”Mike moved toward the door and waved for

Brad to follow.With his cane, Brad was a bit slower. Mike held the door and waited. As they

walked down the metal stairs on the outside of the building, Mike continued his explanation.“He

was deep in some bunker, over in New Hampshire, when he found a series of tunnels that he

says were booby trapped.”Brad shook his head. He felt an ache, deep in his chest. It didn’t

matter how hard they tried to teach the kids that the world was a dangerous place—the



children in this new world were simply reckless. They couldn’t seem to comprehend how

precious they were and important to the survival of the species.“I know,” Mike said, reading

Brad’s silence, “but Darwin is still with us, you know? Anyway, the kid made it to this big

underground chamber where he found an apocalypse shelter.”“In New Hampshire?” Brad

asked. Brad had been to Greenbriar, Raven Rock, Crystal Spring, and, of course, Donnelly, but

none of those bunkers had survived the tornadoes. The storms had centered on any place

where the symbolic language had been documented.“Yeah. Untouched,” Mike said. “There was

no Intelligence Office there, just supplies.”They reached the bottom of the stairs. Mike took out

a big keyring and opened a metal door on the ground floor of the building. He reached in and

flipped the switch.“Merle brought us back some presents from there.”Brad looked at the barrels.

Some of the plastic barrels were familiar. They had found caches of fuel here and there in

National Guard bases and municipal warehouses. Sealed and treated, the fuel had kept a lot

longer than stuff in people’s tanks.“What’s so special about it?”“Everything,” Mike said. “It’s

better than anything we’re making fresh. But that’s not the amazing part.”“Oh?”“The amazing

part is that Merle found a very large quantity of the additive that makes this fuel so good.”Mike

pointed to a bunch of blue barrels that were stacked in the corner of the room.“According to the

instructions, ten milliliters of that green stuff will protect fifty liters of refined fuel for an indefinite

period of time.”“Come on,” Brad said. “Fuel degrades. Even if you stop the bacteria and

the…”Mike put up his hands. “The proof is in the product. It has been up there for decades and

I’m telling you that it’s still better than anything we’re able to refine today.”“Wow,” Brad said.

“And you have enough of it to…”“To treat all the fuel we refine here so that Tim could fly his

plane for the rest of his life without shutting it off.”“Wow. You always save the best for last,

Mike.”Mike smiled. “You don’t have any idea how right you are.”“There’s more?”Mike nodded.

“Come with me.”Brad pushed back from the table, stuffed.“Did I save the best for last, or what?”

Mike asked.Brad smiled and nodded. “I can’t remember the last time I had fried chicken. That

really was amazing.”“And french fries,” Sariah said. “I thought he was crazy for wanting to grow

all those peanuts. Then, he didn’t even seem to care about eating them. He only wanted the

oil.”“I’m obsessed with oil,” Mike said. “Brad is the one who made me that way. If it hadn’t been

for Brad and Robby’s war between oil and electricity.”Brad’s smile disappeared. “Please, don’t

remind me.”After a second, they all broke out in laughter.“For the record, I think you’re both

wrong,” Sariah said.“Yeah?” Brad said, leaning forward. “Why is that?”Sariah always said the

most interesting things.“You’ve just opened a can of worms, Brad,” Mike said. He got up from

the picnic bench and started collecting plates.Sariah smiled up at him and thanked Mike for

clearing the table.“He always disappears when I start talking because he’s allergic to the

truth.”“Huh,” Mike said. Arms full, he headed toward the house.Brad turned his attention back to

Sariah.“I think that maybe we’re going about this wrong,” Sariah said. “A lot of us have become

self-sufficient, you know? People grow their own crops and raise rabbits, chicken, and goats.

Now that we have some sheep, there are plenty of people who are gathering wool and making

their own yarn. I mean, there are thousands of miles of yarn within walking distance of this

house, but people are still making their own. It’s nice, don’t get me wrong. I like the idea that

we’re keeping those old skills alive so that they can be passed down to future

generations.”Brad nodded. Even though there were millions of houses that could be

maintained, people were still building their own dwellings. It was like they felt the need to assert

their dominance over the world to prove something to themselves. Brad understood—he felt

the same way. Back in Gladstone, they had customized houses, linking them together with

covered walkways and enclosed greenhouses. There were always two or three construction

projects underway.“So if you think that it’s good to keep the old skills alive, what do you think



we’re doing wrong?” Brad asked.“Everything,” Sariah said.Brad laughed.“Have you ever read

any really old books?”“Sure?”“I mean, like, thousands of years old.”“Oh. I don’t know. Does The

Iliad count? I think I read that in school.”“Sure,” she said. “Do you remember how many

mystical, inexplicable things happen in that story? People are in constant communication with

gods, you have Achilles, who is basically invincible, and then gods start interfering with the

battles.”“I guess,” Brad said. “It was a long time ago.”“Why do you think that people were so

willing to accept such a mystical account? Why did they go along with so many descriptions

that we would now call paranormal?”“It was fiction.”“Was it, though? At the time, most of those

stories were simply transcriptions of oral accounts, and I believe that most were considered to

be true retellings of real events.”“Really?”“But people accepted everything, even those most

outlandish parts.”Brad thought for a minute. “Well, I suppose that people took each other at

their word, right? Before recordings could be made, there was certain artistic license in

storytelling and those fabrications became amplified over time. I mean, if you grew up believing

that paranormal things happened all around you, then maybe you would be more open to

buying into things that your friends and neighbors told you too.”“Exactly!” Sariah said. “And

what put an end to that?”Brad looked up at the sky. The first stars were starting to come out.

The answer was as obvious as the night sky. “The accumulation of knowledge, I suppose.

When people discovered the source of thunder, they no longer needed to attribute it to a god.

As people discovered how sexual reproduction worked and how illnesses were spread with

germs, they didn’t need to spiritualize those medical facts.”“In other words?” she asked. When

he didn’t answer right away, she asked, “What would you call the rigorous study of natural

phenomena?”“Science?”“Yes. We started to look at the world through a lens of repeatable

experiments. That approach opened a valve that drained all the mystery from the world. It

grounded us down to the basics and then people started building up fundamental truth, one

atom at a time.”“How does this relate to what we’re doing wrong today?”Sariah turned up her

hands to the sky.“The universe pressed a massive reset button on our whole construction, and

we’re trying to pick up the very same tools without examination. We’re falling right back into the

same old patterns without even a moment of thought about what was right and what was

wrong.”Brad furrowed his brow and exhaled.“That’s not precisely true. We’ve taken important

lessons from the scars that billions of people left on this planet. We’re not going to repeat the

mistakes of the industrial revolution. Even what Mike is doing right now—he could have chosen

to add sulfur to the fuel so that it wouldn’t grow bacteria. That’s the way that fuel was refined

seventy-five years ago. But, even though his scale is very small, he is looking for ways to

produce environmentally conscious fuel.”“To what end?”“So that we can all live and thrive,”

Brad said. “Petroleum based fuels are still the best for concentrating energy into a small space.

With that we can have airplanes and vehicles that can travel a thousand miles in a day.”“And

that’s all good,” Sariah said. “But why not take the opportunity to reinvest in what humans lost

with the advent of science?”“Like what?”“Everything else.”Mike came back to the table, carrying

a tray of cookies.Sariah and Brad both took one, biting into them and smiling at the same time.

The light was fading fast and the bugs were starting to come out. Mike leaned over and lit a

candle that was scented to drive away the mosquitoes.“Has she broken your brain yet?” Mike

asked.Brad shook his head. “No. Just some lively after-dinner conversation. I’ve heard that

people used to do this all the time before TV came in and erased everyone’s brain.”Mike

laughed.“She must not have gotten to the good part yet. Get to the good part, Sariah.”Sariah

rolled her eyes.“Seriously,” Mike said. “I love this part.”Sariah leaned forward, looked Brad in

the eyes, and said, “What if the two things are related, but not in the way that you

think?”“Which two things?”“Science and the paranormal.”“Science is how things work, and



paranormal events are things that defy explanation, right? I would say that paranormal things

are simply occurrences that haven’t been explained yet.”“That’s the science-centric way of

looking at it, yes. But what if science itself is causing paranormal stuff to not happen?”“Huh?”

Brad asked.Mike gave him a broad smile and raised his eyebrows. “This is where it gets

fun.”Sariah’s face was still perfectly serious.“What if the reason that strange stuff doesn’t

happen is because we’re so busy trying to explain everything?”“You’re suggesting that

inexplicable things would happen if we didn’t try to explain things?”“Exactly. Think about it this

way—if we stopped trying to put everything in order, we might finally be able to see that

nothing has ever been in order. It was all trying to stay out of order, but it was constrained by

our ability to comprehend.”“What’s the point of that?” Brad asked.“Maybe there is power that

we all posses but we’re unable to tap into because we have willed it out of existence.”“Certainly

someone would have discovered that by now. There were billions of people on the planet

before. Some of them didn’t believe in science, right? There were tons of religious and political

zealots who were perfectly willing to cast aside logic in order to appease their dogma.”“But

collectively, they were all dragged along with the rest of us,” Sariah said. “Did you know any of

those zealots who were so committed to their views that they refused to use a flush toilet or a

cellphone?”“No, but you don’t have to understand something in order to use it.”“You don’t have

to understand it, but you have to believe in it.”Brad studied her for a moment.“So, if there were

enough people who didn’t believe in cellphones…”Sariah finished his idea. “Then maybe they

wouldn’t have worked. Maybe if enough people still believed a witch could put a hex on a

person…”It was Brad’s turn to finish the thought. “Then maybe witches would still have

power?”“Right,” Sariah said.He shook his head. “I don’t know. It’s all very Peter Pan and Tinker

Bell, you know? If we believe then she lives.”“That’s not exactly it,” Mike said. “It’s more like, if

nobody disbelieves in Tinker Bell, then she is free to exist. Don’t think of it as investing belief in

anything particular. Think of it as divesting anything too constrained.”“Okay?” Brad said.“This is

why I love engineers,” Sariah said. “They’re willing to go along with anything for long enough to

see if it works. When I worked as a scientist, everyone was entrenched in their own narrow

ideas.”“I thought science was about questioning everything,” Brad said.“It was more about

questioning everyone else,” Sariah said.They all laughed.“Are you sure you don’t want this

window closed?” Sariah asked. “It can get pretty cool here at night.”“Don’t you dare,” Brad said.

“Back at home, Romie and Lisa insist that we keep all the windows shut at night. They say that

the breeze from the ocean gives them morning migraines. I’m looking forward to one more cool

night before I head back.”“Okay,” Sariah said. “There are extra blankets in this chest if you need

them.”Brad turned down the comforter and then sat on the edge of the bed to begin untying his

shoes. One was easy and the other was hard. He had difficulty bending one knee enough to

reach his shoe. He caught Sariah peeking at him through the corner of his eye.They were all

getting older. It seemed really strange to think that after all they had been through, their fate

was the same as everyone else who had ever lived. It felt incongruous that the survivors of

multiple apocalyptic events would simply grow old and weary, and then die.“Goodnight, Brad,”

she said, moving toward the door.“Hey, Sariah?”She paused, turning back with her hand on the

door.He had trouble finding a way to phrase his question so it wouldn’t sound

patronizing.“What inspired you to start being so… philosophical about everything?”She

blushed and looked down. “You’ve probably had an earful of Ashley’s theories, right?”“Of

course. Every day she brings up some new idea or discovery. I’m pleased that she has found

something to throw herself into. She was always such a tremendously bright kid. She really

takes after her father.”Sariah nodded.“What do you think our ancestors would have said about

the red spot on the moon?”Brad tilted his head and shrugged. “We don’t have to guess. Ashley



has done a ton of research. Hindus believed that the moon was a god and that Ganesh turned

him red to signify good luck. More locally, the Algonquian people also thought it was good luck.

In the Christian Bible, it was seen as a portent of apocalypse.”“But they were talking about a

red hue, like in fall or during an eclipse. That’s very different from what we’re seeing now. We

can’t blame what we’re seeing on anything atmospheric.”“True,” Brad said. “Spoken like a real

scientist, by the way. Still, I think the reaction from ancient people would have been the same.

They were very self-centered, you know? Anything different, like a comet, eclipse, or a change

in the planets, was seen as a good or bad omen. They all thought that one god or another was

trying to communicate through those phenomena.”“And what do you think?” Sariah asked.“I

think that our knowledge of the universe continues to expand. If something proves to be a

threat, we will deal with it. Right now, extinction remains our biggest threat. We barely have

enough people in the world to sustain the viability of our species. If we go throwing people

beyond the Outpost to chase ghosts…”“Yeah, I’ve heard the arguments,” Sariah said.“And you

don’t believe them?”“I’m in complete agreement,” she said. “Believe me, if I could have kids, I

would. But I’m growing less sure that the scientific approach to these problems is the best

approach.”“Right or wrong, science was responsible for the greatest prosperity our species

ever knew.”“And look at where it got us,” Sariah said.“That’s hardly our fault,” Brad said. He was

beginning to regret starting this conversation. Talking to intriguing people had become Brad’s

greatest source of entertainment, and Sariah was certainly intriguing, but it had been a long

day and Brad was exhausted.“Isn’t it? As far as we know from what has been pieced together,

the organism tried to colonize this planet before, in the time of the dinosaurs, right?”“Multiple

people say that they have recovered that memory from the symbols, yes.”“And, as far as we

know, the reason why it was almost successful this time was because man had tamed so much

of the planet, creating roads, pastures, and an enormous amount of biomass.”“Sure.”“So,

maybe our prosperity as a species is precisely what led us to this calamity. If you hit your

thumb with a hammer, wouldn’t you put down the hammer for a minute to evaluate

things?”“Maybe. Unless it was raining and I needed shelter right away.”Sariah nodded.“You look

tired.”“I am,” Brad said.She said goodnight again and shut the door behind herself. As tired as

he was, it took Brad a long time to fall asleep.Chapter 3: AshleyAshley came down the stairs

and perked up when she smelled the tomatoes cooking. In the summer, they almost always ate

fresh food directly from the garden. Ashley loved it when they had winter food in the summer.

Pasta with tomato sauce was definitely winter food. The reason for the treat occurred to her

and she spun around, looking for their guest.“Corinna!” Ashley said, running to the woman.

They hugged for as long as Corinna allowed. Ashley gave her a peck on the cheek too, even

though Corinna tried to pull away. “Are those new?”Corinna took a moment to understand and

then she reached up to take out one of her earrings. She handed Ashley the biggest diamond

she had ever seen.“Yes, I just found them a month ago. They were in a safe in a house in

Donnelly. It took Liam a month to get the thing open.”“How is he?” Ashley asked.“Good. He’s

doing well.”They both turned at the sound of more feet coming down the stairs. Jim and Janelle

descended to come see the visitor. The kids both ran to Corinna and she had to tolerate more

hugs.“Go help Aunt Lisa,” Ashley said.“It’s your turn,” Janelle said.“No, it’s my turn to clean up.

You go help set up.”Janelle took out her frustration on her brother. They fought between

themselves as they headed for the kitchen.“Romie said we were having company. I just

assumed that Brad would be back early.”“He’s not here?”“No,” Ashley said. “He’s up near

Donnelly, working on the refinery or something.”Corinna nodded. “Always busy.”“He says it

keeps him young,” Ashley said. “What brings you down here? I thought you were exploring the

mountains.”“We were,” Corinna said. “The expedition hit some snags. There was some flooding



at some point that took out a bunch of roads. It’s impossible to get through most of that area on

the ground with any equipment. When they decided to continue on foot, I decided that my part

of the trip was done. Besides, I was given another task.”“Yeah?” Ashley asked. Her forehead

wrinkled with confusion. As far as she knew, Corinna didn’t take orders from anyone.“Dinner!”

Jim called from the other room.They passed through the kitchen to the dining room. Normally,

Brad, Lisa, and Romie sat at the kitchen table and the kids sat at the bar. Ashley hated that

arrangement. It put her in charge of keeping the peace between Jim and Janelle while the

adults got to have a real conversation. But, with company, they all sat at the big table. Romie

sat between the young kids. They didn’t dare to even make faces at each other with Romie

between them.For a while, the food took all their attention. Lisa loved to cook, and she had put

together spaghetti with a red sauce and roasted vegetables.“So what’s this new mission that

brings you to the coast?” Ashley asked Corinna.“Just an errand. Nothing big,” Corinna said.

She shot Ashley a look that told her that the subject was closed for the moment. Corinna was

older than her father, but Ashley had always felt very close to her, almost like they were

sisters.“How was your expedition up north?” Lisa asked.“Aborted,” Corinna said. “There was

flooding at some point and there was only so far that we could go.”“We ran into that flooding

once,” Lisa said.Ashley looked to her. “Really?”Lisa nodded.“Your father was in a coma,” Romie

said to Ashley. “He woke up just in time to not be swallowed by a river.”“What?” Ashley asked.

“Seriously?”Both Romie and Lisa were nodding.“He never told me that,” Ashley said.“He

probably doesn’t remember. He was just a kid—about Jim’s age…” Romie said.“A little older,”

Lisa interjected. The two almost never told a whole story without supplementing or

contradicting each other.“Right about Jim’s age,” Romie said.“Actually, I think he was about

fourteen at the time,” Lisa said.“Like I said.”“A little closer in maturity to Ashley, actually.”“And he

was in a coma. Pete and Brad had to carry him everywhere and we had just decided to give up

on him.”“We never really gave up.”“When the van we were in almost went into a river in New

Hampshire.”“It was sabotaged,” Lisa said.“Maybe,” Romie said. “And your father woke up

enough for us to escape.”“Judy used to call it his Deep Cycles.”Romie nodded.Jim held up his

fork. “The river was Deep Cycles, or the coma?”“The coma,” Lisa said.The table was silent for a

moment. Janelle flashed a mysterious smile at Ashley. Her teeth were red from the tomato

sauce.“Last expedition,” Corinna said, “we went up through New York to the Canadian border.

Trent stopped at the border because he didn’t think it was safe.”“Did you guys see something?”

Lisa asked.“Nope,” Corinna said. “He just doesn’t trust Canada, it seems. He said that the

United States had been spared, and it was no accident. He came with us to the border and

wouldn’t go any farther.”“That’s absurd,” Romie said.“Is it?” Lisa asked.“Of course,” Romie said.

“You think some planet eating extra terrestrial cares about international borders? How would it

even know?”“I’m just saying that everything is absurd. Why is one thing more absurd than

another?”“Spaghetti is absurd,” Janelle said. She was holding up a noodle.Corinna laughed.

“Why is that?”“What does it come from? It doesn’t look like anything,” Janelle said.“It comes

from wheat,” Lisa said. “You’ve seen every part of the process, Janey. The wheat is ground into

flour and we make pasta. You remember that field trip last fall?”Romie toward Janelle and said,

“Literally, a field trip.”“Yeah, but why?” Janelle asked. “It doesn’t taste as good as just eating the

flour in bread or something.”“I like it better,” Jim said.“Yeah, but you like clams,” Janelle

said.“Because they’re good,” Jim said.“Corinna doesn’t think so. Do you?”Corinna shook her

head. “I can’t eat those at all.”“See?” Janelle said.“Okay,” Romie said, pushing away her plate.

“This conversation has gone south. I think it’s time to kick the table over.”“It’s my turn to clean

up,” Ashley said, rising to pick up plates.“Kids upstairs for homework,” Lisa said. She rose to

round up the groaning kids and ushered them toward the stairs. Romie stayed put at the table



while Corinna helped Ashley clear everything to the sink.“You don’t have to help,” Ashley said

to Corinna. “I’m just going to load all this stuff into the dishwasher.”“I don’t mind. You guys don’t

even understand what an amazing setup you have here. I’ve been camping since the spring. I

haven’t seen indoor plumbing in so long that I barely know what to do with myself.”She slipped

in front of the sink while Ashley started to load plates into the dishwasher. As part of her

schooling, Ashley had traveled around to different settlements to spend some time with various

teachers. They really did have a great setup in Gladstone—everyone said so. Other places had

running water, electricity, and septic, but in Gladstone they never had to shovel the walkways

when it snowed. All the paths had pipes embedded in them to heat up the pavement from

underneath. And they had a library of videos that they could watch at any time. Brad

maintained a computer system that gave them access to millions of books and an endless

library of music. None of the other communities that Ashley had visited enjoyed such

luxury.Corinna looked over her shoulder to make sure they were alone. She leaned closer to

Ashley before she dared to share her secret.“Your father sent me,” Corinna said.“Oh?”“He said

that you’re going to take a trip. He asked me to accompany you for the first part.”Ashley felt a

flush of anger that was quickly replaced with melancholy. When she was younger, she had

yelled at her father countless times. He always seemed to know what she was going to do just

before she made up her mind to do something. For the longest time, she thought that he was

somehow spying on her. Eventually, she realized that she didn’t even need to say something

out loud for him to guess it.When he figured out how much his predictions bothered her, he had

stopped making them.“I was supposed to apologize first,” Corinna said.“What? Why?” Ashley

said. She turned away from Corinna so she could wipe her sleeve across her eyes.“He said

that you would be mad that I came to chaperone you.”“I’m not mad. I love spending time with

you.”“He said that too.”Ashley laughed.“Did he tell you why I was leaving?”Corinna shook her

head. “He said he didn’t know.”“That’s a shame,” Ashley said. “Because I’m not certain

myself.”Ashley took the footbridge over to Brad’s house to put as much distance between

herself and Romie before she went down the stairs. Romie wouldn’t try to stop her, but she

would wake the whole house yelling at her for leaving.Ashley wanted to slip away quietly.In

Brad’s kitchen, Corinna was sitting at the table, penning a note.“Did you leave a note?” Corinna

asked. She folded her paper and put a salt shaker on top of it.“No,” Ashley said. “I can always

send one over the network, from the road.”Corinna nodded. “That’s true.” She stood up and

shouldered her pack. When Corinna moved quickly to the sliding door, Ashley almost wanted to

tell her to slow down, that there was no rush.But it had to be done quickly. The last time, Ashley

had failed to get away because of her own indecision.Corinna opened the door and Ashley

walked through it.The night was warm and damp. Later, the ocean breeze would cool

everything off, but it hadn’t swept through yet. The air was still and perfumed by the summer

flowers in Lisa’s garden.“What’s the plan?” Corinna asked as they crossed the back yard.“Dad

has some electric vehicles at the high school. I figured I would take one of those as far as it will

take me and then find a bicycle.”Corinna nodded.“Yeah, I’m with you on the first part of the

plan, but we’re not doing the bicycle part.”“How far are you going to come?”Corinna

shrugged.After ducking under the lilac bushes, Corinna fell in next to Ashley. They walked side

by side down the street. After walking a couple of minutes, they saw the lights of the high

school.“Who mows all these lawns?” Corinna asked as they passed under a streetlight.“Brad

set up robots. They go around at noon, every few days. It’s not all the streets, just the ones that

Romie likes to bike on. She hates open doors and tall lawns. Doesn’t matter if the interior of a

house has trees growing in it, or whatever, but Romie hates it if the front door is open or the

lawn isn’t mowed.”“Huh,” Corinna said. “She should move to the city then.”Ashley shrugged.



She had been down to New York once as a child. From what she remembered, it looked

terrible. Everything was falling apart and some of it had burned. It looked spooky and

abandoned.“You don’t bike?”“Nope,” Corinna said. “I would rather walk, but I don’t think we’re

going to have to do that.”“No?”“I have a map,” Corinna said.She pulled something from her

back pocket and handed it to Ashley as they walked. The next time they passed under a

streetlight, Ashley unfolded it to look.“You know how to read one of those things?” Corinna

asked.“Yeah. Dad always made us use the map. Every time we went somewhere, one of us

kids would have to navigate. One time we all kept quiet while Jim took us a hundred miles in

the wrong direction.”“Good. Let’s not do that.”Ashley picked a side-by-side four wheeler that

had plastic sides, in case it rained. She unhooked the charger and put their bags in the

back.“You father was driving something just like this the first time I saw him,” Corinna said.“Oh

yeah?” Ashley said. She glanced through the overgrown bushes. One of the school teachers,

Mr. Burkhart, lived on the other side of those bushes, and he always kept his windows open.“I

think he thought he was being stealthy,” Corinna said. She was practically shouting.Ashley held

up a hand to quiet her, and then had to say, “Shhh!”Corinna turned to see what she was

looking at. A light had come on in Mr. Burkhart’s window.“Get in!” Ashley whispered. She threw

herself behind the wheel and turned the machine on.Corinna was peering at the bushes,

waiting to see what might happen.“I’ll leave you here,” Ashley said. She saw another light come

on in Burkhart’s house. It was her own fault. When she was smaller, she had led a group of

kids in a mission to vandalize the school. She figured that if the school didn’t have power, she

wouldn’t have to go in the next day. It was her own crime that had led Mr. Burkhart to keep such

a close eye on the school and sleep with his window open.Corinna was still climbing in when

Ashley put the vehicle in gear. As soon as Corinna’s butt hit the seat, they were off, bouncing

across the lawn, toward the soccer field. The machine tipped hard when Ashley took the

turn.“Whoa! Slow down,” Corinna said. You’re going to kill us before we get out of

Gladstone.“Mr. Burkhart will call Romie and she’ll be after us in that Jeep that she keeps,”

Ashley said. “I have to get across the Fisk Street bridge before she gets word. There are

cameras on the bridge.”Corinna clipped in her seatbelt and started to snap up her door against

the night air.“Ash, who cares?”“Romie. She’ll try to stop me.”“You’re eighteen. You can leave

whenever you want. I get that you prefer to sneak out at night to avoid a long goodbye. I would

do the same thing. When I was your age, Prince and Liam would pitch a fit if I went to the

bathroom alone. But she can’t really stop you. You’ll lose your vote, since you won’t be

conforming to our rules, but nobody would try to stop you.”Ashley felt her foot ease up on the

accelerator as she processed what Corinna was saying. She pictured the exchange—Burkhart

would call Romie, who would take the lift upstairs and verify that Ashley had left. Then

what?“It’s a lot of responsibility,” Corinna said.Ashley shot a look at Corinna. She had just been

thinking the opposite. All the pressure had just been lifted. There was nobody to disappoint

anymore.The bridge was just ahead. To Ashley, it marked the boundary of their little domain.

She had grown up in the protective bubble of Gladstone, and all the convenience that the

people of her town had engineered. They had crops, heat, water, and protection from the

winter storms. They had seen it all before. All she had to do to stay in the good graces of the

community was to follow their rules.She didn’t slow at all as they crossed the bridge. In case

Romie checked the recording later, Ashley waved as they passed beneath the camera.Chapter

4: Tim“Machines on machines on machines,” Tim said, shaking his head.“I thought you liked

the machines,” Gloria said. Her eyes twinkled when she was trying to get a rise out of him.

Sometimes he took the bait anyway.“He set up all these solar panels to gather enough

electricity to power the machines that keep the solar panels clean. What’s the point of all that?”



Tim asked. “We could have kept our original set of panels and kept cleaning them off by

hand.”“We’re getting old to keep cleaning stuff off by hand,” she said. “He’s probably planning

for what’s going to keep them clean after we’re gone.”Tim sighed and nodded. She had a point.

He was the youngest person there and he was pushing retirement age. He moved to the edge

of the building. From up there, he could see all the way to the three houses where most of the

people of the Outpost lived. Most of their power came from the bank of panels behind him and

the array of batteries below. That meant that they had to maintain the building, and that was a

huge chore. It seemed like their time could be better spent.“What if we moved out there?” Tim

asked, pointing to the green expanse on the other side of the boundary.Gloria laughed. “You’re

crazy.”“Am I?”“Nothing works out there. Used to be, you could fly over that jungle. Now, you

can’t even do that.”“Necessity is the mother of invention, right? I bet if we moved out there, we

would figure a way to make the electricity work.”“That’s pretty much all anyone is working on

now. You think we would do better if we didn’t have running water and a warm place to rest our

heads at night.”“We might,” Tim said. “We might.”“Do I have everyone’s notes?” Dianne asked,

as she took the floor.Tim reached down to pet Penny’s head. His heartbeat slowed as she

looked up to him with her deep brown eyes. She had her father’s eyes, which could be both a

blessing and a curse. Sometimes it only made him sad to see Buckley’s eyes looking up at him

from her face. She was a good dog, but Buckley had been really special.At the front of the

room, Dianne collected together all of the notes and started the meeting off by paging through

them.“I see we have some interesting developments from the border analysis. You want to fill

us in, Warren?”A man over at the side of the gathering stood up. He had his own copy of the

notes and he studied one page for a moment before he looked up and smiled at everyone.“I’m

happy to say that we can definitively put a name to the waveform that makes up the border

fluctuations. The high frequency is a sine wave, but it’s modulated by a…”Tim looked up at the

ceiling, tuning out the rest of the explanation. Everyone had heard it before. Discoveries were

never announced at the status meetings. It was only where they were formally recorded. By the

time the weekly status meetings convened, everyone had heard all the details of whatever new

theory had been postulated, negated, or verified. It was a function of the small size of their

group and the mundanity of their lives.Tim knew that the research was probably important. On

days like these, it was impossible to convince himself of the fact.Still, he waited patiently,

stroking Penny’s fur until Warren finished.“Tim?”“Pardon?” he asked, snapping back to

reality.“You have a proposal?”“Yeah. I do,” he said. He didn’t plan to stand, but found that he

couldn’t control himself. He wanted to convey all the energy he felt inside. “I propose that we

set aside all the instruments, readings, and experiments, and we just move to the other side of

the border. In the old days, we rolled the dice and it felt like we were doing something, you

know? I’d like to get back to that. I propose we vote and then pick up and move. We have all

the gear. It’s up to us.”“What if not everyone wants to go?” Dianne asked.Gloria raised her

hand. She surprised Tim when she supported his position. “We’ll vote, of course. Nobody has

to volunteer, but those of us who are willing are currently restricted by the Outpost’s bylaws.”“I’ll

remind everyone that the bylaws are not meant to take away any personal freedom. We only

declare what we’re willing to spend group resources on,” Dianne said.“That’s the problem,

though,” Tim said. “Anything that we have here—all of our provisions and supplies—are

declared as group property. There’s no way to support an independent mission because

anything we spend time creating automatically belongs to all of us.”“The five-percent rule is

meant to…” Dianne started.“Nobody can survive on five percent,” Tim said.“Well, then I think

you have your answer,” Dianne said. “I can see a way around your conundrum. All you have to

do is move out of group housing, set up your own Outpost, and stockpile your provisions that



way.”“I did that once already,” Tim said. “You’re standing in the building that I restored for just

that purpose.”Dianne folded her arms and frowned. To suggest that he had some ownership of

the building that they all shared was going too far. He knew that he had made a mistake and

probably lost any support he had in the room.Again, Gloria surprised him. “Wait,” she said. “We

still haven’t voted. As a group, we still haven’t decided to reject Tim’s proposal.”He glanced

around. Of the nine people in the room, Tim expected that he and Gloria might be the only

ones who would vote to cross the border into the green jungle on the other side of the river.

That area had always seemed foreign and inhospitable. In recent years, when nothing

electronic worked over there, the area had been deemed off limits.“You’re right. All in favor of

abandoning this Outpost and moving into the unknown?” Dianne asked.Tim put up his hand

and smiled when Gloria put up hers. He was shocked to see Warren and Cirie both put up their

hands. That put the vote at five to four. Tim was shocked at the support, but he was still two

votes short of the two-thirds majority that he would need to carry the measure.“Okay,” Dianne

said, nodding. “The motion is rejected. I’ll remind everyone that our current policy limits

exposure to the jungle to be no more than four hours, and we require check out and check in

with the current watch.” She punctuated the reminder with a look at Tim. Everyone seemed to

know about his excursions.Tim tilted his head back and tried to tune out the rest of the

meeting. They talked about their experiments and readings. The information they collected and

collated was all probably very important, but it was also tremendously boring.“Someone has

been spying on me,” Tim said.Gloria only smiled back at him.They were walking down the road

to the Croc and Shop. Penny walked between them, keeping pace exactly with them.“Was it

you? Have you been telling people about my little trips into the jungle?”She laughed. “Everyone

knows about your trips,” she said.“But how?”“Your partner in crime has been informing on you,”

Gloria said. When he looked over, he saw that she gestured toward the dog.“What?”“Those

burs that she gets stuck in the long fur on her chest,” Gloria said. “There are three botanists

here. You didn’t think that one of them was going to catalogue the seeds that she has tangled

up in her fur?”Tim tilted his head back and sighed. “I should have known.”“Yes. You should

have.”Penny was always getting stuff tangled up in her hair. Even walking down the middle of

the road, there were enough clumps of weeds and grass in the cracks of the pavement that he

would have to brush her out when they got home.“I’m spending my time trying to understand

that jungle. I don’t understand why that would make anyone upset,” Tim said.“We came up with

rules. They shouldn’t apply to you?”“No,” Tim said, shaking his head. “No, they shouldn’t.”The

two of them started across the old parking lot. It was in worse shape than the road. Chunks of

asphalt had been lifted by a hard frost from a seriously cold winter a few years back. As soon

as the soil underneath was exposed, plants had burst forth, erupting through the parking lot in

mounds and jagged lines. Only the cement sidewalk around the Croc and Shop was still intact.

Penny jogged ahead and sat down near the door. She knew that she wasn’t allowed inside.“No

rules for Tim,” Gloria said.“Ninety percent of those rules are for reproduction, right? We want to

maintain as much of our genetic diversity as possible. I’ve got some bad news for you—I’m not

a part of that equation.”Gloria barked out a laugh.“I gave my samples to be stored up in the

freezer. If anyone wants to use them in the future, I have already given my permission. But as

far as I can tell, anyone trying to have kids seems to be doing it the old fashioned way. I’m not

going to be a father any time soon.”“That doesn’t mean you won’t be called on to raise a kid,”

Gloria said.“Yes, in fact that’s precisely what that means. I’m not having any of my own, and

we’re not letting young people anywhere near the Outpost. So, in fact, I will never be called

upon to raise a kid. Therefore, the rules about safety should not apply.”Tim opened the door

and held it open for Gloria.She flashed a smile at him as she passed. He knew what she was



going to say.“You’re indulging in the bounty of the community. That makes you subject to the

community rules.”“Don’t think I haven’t been tempted to leave,” Tim said. He followed her inside.

The lights came on as the sensor picked up their movement. Gloria paused at the rack of

sunglasses. Tim headed for the back wall. It was lined with glass refrigerator doors.“So you’re

going to strike out on your own.”“No,” Tim said. “I did that once, remember? It was precisely the

same sentiment. I left the community because I didn’t feel like I would fit in. Guess what—the

community followed me to the end of the known world. It followed me and enveloped me once

again. This time, I’m going to work to make this community into the place that I want to live

instead of letting everyone chase me away again.”“I don’t remember anyone chasing you away

before.”Tim bent over and squinted at a hand-lettered label. “Some of this beer is about to

expire. You want it?”“Who made it?”“Doesn’t say. It comes from Warren, Vermont.”“Talk about

the end of the known world,” Gloria said. “Grab it for me and I’ll take it back to the house.

Someone will drink it.”Tim pulled the bottles and shut the door. From the next cooler, he pulled

a clear bottle with purple liquid in it. He met Gloria back at the counter. She was unloading nut

cookies from her backpack and putting them in the display case.“It’s not that they chased me

away,” Tim said. “I’m not saying that anyone chased me away. But when everyone else was

settling down, I wanted to live on the margins. I thought that I was setting up this place as a

sanctuary for anyone else who might feel like me.”“And the rules caught up with you.”“Yeah. So,

like I said, I was thinking about leaving. I can survive on my own, even out there in the jungle.

I’m convinced of it. But I think it might be important to stay here and make this place what I

originally thought it would be.”“Most of the people here didn’t come because they wanted to be

apart from the group. They came because their skills make them an asset in the study of the

land outside the bubble.”“I realize that,” Tim said. “I think that my intentions can coexist with

theirs. And I’m not planning on stopping my support of them. I just want to also support my

other approach.”Gloria shrugged. “What you’re saying sounds perfectly reasonable.”“In other

words,” Tim said, “they will never go for it.”Gloria gave him a sad smile as she nodded.Chapter

5: BradBrad woke up in the dark. For a moment, he was convinced that he was still at Mike and

Sariah’s house. The thin blanket reminded him where he was. Brad was alone, in the

apartment above a rural post office in Maine. The building housed an endpoint of their

communication network. The tower on top of the building had a lot of power, reaching well out

into the ocean, but the link was slow. Brad had come to upgrade the equipment. His effort had

run out of steam and he had decided to stay the night.Getting up and shuffling across the cold

floor, he regretted his decision.The area still felt dangerous, even all these decades after the

floods had scoured away everything north of Portland.It didn’t help that the moon was full and

he had a clear view of the big red spot.Brad stared through the window, putting a hand against

the wall to steady himself. Over a hill, the moonlight was reflecting off the ocean. It was hard to

believe that it was the same body of water that sat a few blocks from his house down in

Connecticut. Up here, the water looked dark and deep, like it was hiding something. When he

went out fishing, he never strayed north of Cape Cod. Floating near that invisible boundary felt

like he was standing on the edge of a cliff, looking down into a bottomless abyss.It was

completely irrational. He understood that. Brad tended to trust his instincts—even the irrational

ones. He was starting to believe that they didn’t simply come from his accumulated

experiences. They came from somewhere deeper.Expeditions had ventured up into Maine and

out into the ocean as far as Nova Scotia. They had reported nothing except for nature

reclaiming territory once colonized by people. Brad wondered if any of the people who had

gone on those missions had ever felt what he was feeling now. There was something out there,

waiting under the full moon, maybe looking up at the same red spot. Each month, the red spot



was growing. Brad wondered if the same thing was perhaps happening out there in the

wilderness, or maybe under the ocean.There had to be some scientific explanation for it.That

notion sent a jolt through him. He remembered what Sariah had said about science. What if the

scientific approach was no longer the best approach. As he understood history, civilization had

developed basically as a result of cooking and agriculture. Humans developed bigger brains as

they learned to get more nutrition from their food, and then learned how to cultivate food itself.

His ancient ancestors had taken a step away from the daily battle against starvation.Then, with

a surplus of energy and brain power, people had developed language, art, and science. It only

made sense that science had flourished. The ability to manipulate and exploit the environment

grew out of a systematic approach to learning.Evolution assumed greed.It also assumed

death.Survival of the fittest only worked if parents eventually died. If they stuck around and

competed for resources with their children forever, parents would have no incentive to produce

healthy offspring. A lot of people saw mortality as a flaw. Brad saw it as an inherent trait in the

system that had produced people in the first place.Was science the same way? Did a scientific

path always lead to the demise of the people who embraced it? It certainly had the capability to

act as a destructive force. Without science, people would have never created weapons that

would threaten to wipe themselves out. They would have never created the surpluses that led

to overpopulation, or the industry that led to global pollution. And, if he went along with Sariah’s

theory, science had led to the infestation that had nearly colonized the planet.He stared up at

the red spot on the moon. Was science responsible for that as well? Ashley had made a map

of the moon at one point. The red spot was centered just below and to the right of the Tycho

crater. The closest mission that NASA had ever sent was Surveyor 7, and it was more than a

hundred miles away from the red spot. Although, according to Ashley, at the rate that the red

spot was growing, it would overtake Surveyor 7 before the end of the year.Everyone had been

alarmed when the red spot first appeared. They had quickly grown complacent. They had

fought back against the infestation when it threatened Earth, but what were they supposed to

do about the moon? Half the kids barely believed that people had ever been advanced enough

to send people to space. They had no evidence. In a couple of generations, it seemed likely

that kids wouldn’t even believe that the cities and machines left around were products of a

once-great human race. After all, people around now were barely able to keep the buildings

upright and the machines working.Brad could conceive of a world where kids started to believe

that houses and machines were just like trees and mountains. Nobody had created them—they

just existed as part of the landscape. Then, in a few more generations, maybe people would be

living in caves again. Perhaps all the machines would fall into disrepair and everyone would

travel on foot again. Without communication, pockets of humans would diverge and separate

into factions. In a hundred years, most of the accumulated knowledge of the past thousand

years might be lost.Would that be better or worse? Would those people be better adapted to

live in the world? Living day to day, they might have less stress. People might return to a more

natural balance with their environment. Sickness might shorten their lifespans, but that wasn’t a

disadvantage. Any years lived past breeding age were a waste.Brad looked back at the bed.His

brain was moving way too fast now. Sleep wouldn’t come back to him again.He sat down on

the edge of the bed and grunted as he bent to pull on his socks. He was almost dressed when

he heard the sound of an incoming message downstairs.Brad read the note and then started

typing on the terminal. He had to configure a special link in order to send his voice across the

network. Since his new equipment wasn’t installed yet, he was using most of the capacity of

the station. In the middle of the night, he didn’t figure that anyone would care.“Romie? You

there?”He waited. Eventually, her voice made it over to him. Because of the hour, he expected



her to sound tired. She only sounded mad.“I knew she was planning something. You should

have seen the way she was moping around here before dinner. She’s pissed off that nobody

wants to give her permission to do her project, so she has taken things into her own

hands.”“Romie, she’s an adult. If she wants to go out on her own, then that’s her

prerogative.”“She left in the middle of the night, Brad. Is that really how an adult acts? And

Corinna helped her. That’s what really steams me.”Brad heard Lisa in the background trying to

calm Romie down.“Just wait, Romie. How do you know that she has run off? Did she leave a

note?”“No.”“Then maybe she just went out to the observatory,” Brad said.“They took the Fisk

Street Bridge. She waved to me, like it was all a big joke.”“Then maybe it is a joke, Romie. Stop

worrying. Corinna is with her, right? They’ll be fine.”He could almost hear Romie’s frustration

over the link. Even before their mother had died, Romie had been fiercely protective of the

three kids. Ashley never had a single scrape or cut that wasn’t worried over by Romie.“Least

you could do is get on that special line and get a message to her father.”Brad nodded to

himself. Romie had a point.“Yeah. Okay,” Brad said.“Good,” Romie said. “Then get back to

sleep. You sound terrible.”Brad laughed.It took Brad several minutes to configure the link. The

emergency communication system was much easier to activate from Connecticut. To gain

access remotely, Brad had to link through their New York network. It felt like every keystroke

took several seconds to come back to his display. He double-checked to make sure that only

Robby would get the message. The last thing he needed was to spread panic through all the

linked communities.Brad hit the button and waited.He leaned his chair back to look at the moon

again. It was climbing its way up through the sky, shrinking as it went. The Soviet Union sent an

impactor probe up to the moon in September of 1959. The first pictures of the moon were sent

back by another Soviet spacecraft in 1966. Those six-and-a-half years must have been an

amazing time. Dozens of rockets were built, most failing to launch, while people waited eagerly

to find out the secrets of their nearest celestial neighbor. That whole time, people could look up

and see the dead, unchanging surface of the moon. It was so obviously uninhabited and

billions of people had the luxury of believing that they were alone in the universe.The cursor

blinked and then a return message came back from Robby.“Thanks. I figured. I’m going to meet

them in New Jersey. Tell Romie that all is fine.”Brad laughed and shook his head. He

disconnected from the emergency network and reconfigured to call Romie again.“He knows,

Romie,” Brad said after she answered.“It figures. Heaven forbid he let any of the rest of us in on

his prognostication. You know, he runs off, leaving me and Lisa to take care of these ruffians

and then he doesn’t bother to let us know that his daughter is planning on running off on

some…”“Hey, Romie? Romie? I have to disconnect. There’s a problem in the sub-stream,

and…”“You don’t have to make shit up, Brad. You can just tell me to get lost and I’ll get

lost.”She disconnected on her end.Brad laughed again.His smile fell and he sighed. It was

going to be a long night of waiting. If his eyes weren’t so bad at night, he would get on the road.

He couldn’t risk it.Chapter 6: Ashley“You know, every time you take one of your shortcuts, you

end up costing us more battery than if you had just stayed on the main road,” Ashley

said.Corinna lifted an eyebrow toward her. The sun was beginning to rise and they were both

tired and testy.“I happen to know about some collapsed overpasses that aren’t marked on your

father’s map, darling. If you’d like, I can stick to the main roads and we can turn around every

time we meet an impassable stretch.”Ashley buried her face in the map again. There was no

way that Corinna knew about every bad road, but she wasn’t willing to challenge her on the

topic.“Turn right when you get a chance. We should be getting close to the…”“It’s right there,”

Corinna said, pointing through the windshield.“Oh.”She was right. The post office had a

flashing blue beacon on top. Corinna turned away from it and bounced their vehicle over the



overgrown lawn of the police station so she could avoid a tree that had fallen across the road.

Ashley studied the flashing pattern on the light.“Good,” Ashley said. “I can send a message

while we charge.”“You can do a lot of things while we charge. It’s going to take several hours. I

suggest you get some sleep and then go out and forage some food.”“I’ll forage first. I can never

sleep in the daylight,” Ashley said.She gripped the seat while Corinna took a quick turn and

then looped around a bush. They bounced over a curb and sped toward the loading dock

where a yellow star was spray painted.“You better get over that,” Corinna said. “Sometimes, it’s

better to move at night and sleep during the day.”They skidded to a stop and Ashley

unsnapped the door. She hooked up the power cable and flipped the switch, running a finger

over the display of the charger. Back in Gladstone, she had probably soldered the display

herself. Brad had taught her to solder as soon as his eyes had started to go bad. The smell of

burning flux still brought back memories of working in the shop on a winter evening while the

snow fell outside.“Hey,” Corinna said. “I’m going to take a quick look around to make sure

everything is safe.”Ashley shrugged. She leaned back against the concrete wall and studied the

map. Lisa said that when she was growing up they used to calculate travel time as a mile per

minute. It had taken them all night to cross Connecticut and get into New York. Everyone said

that the bridge over the Hudson River was about to fall down. Once it did, the trip might take

multiple days. Brad said that boat travel was going to be the only viable transportation before

long. People who lived up in Donnelly didn’t agree. They were breeding big herds of horses for

the days when the roads finally became impassable. Well, some of them were. Others were

working hard to maintain a small network of important roads.“Don’t move,” Corinna

whispered.Ashley lowered the map.“I wasn’t,” she said.“Shhh!”“Get up here, right now,” Corinna

whispered.Ashley reached behind herself to find the lip of the loading platform, jumped, and

scooted back so she could get to her feet. Corinna practically dragged her backwards through

the door. They both looked out through the rectangular window of the steel door. Corinna was

pointing at the shadow of a bush. A moment later, with a flash of yellow and tan, Ashley saw

what she was pointing at. The giant slinked to the long shadow of the vehicle and flopped down

on its side. It folded its ears back and flicked its tail as it licked a paw.“A second later and it

would have pounced on you,” Corinna whispered.“Why are you still whispering? It’s not going

to get through this door.”“They usually take to bed at dawn. If it’s here, then its bed is probably

close.”“Shouldn’t we be making a lot of noise then? To scare it away?”Corinna pulled back and

gave Ashley a look. “Scare it away? I was going to try to put an arrow in it.”“You don’t eat

meat.”“Times change. I’ve been on the road for a while. I’m like that cougar—I’ll eat whatever I

come across.”“Remind me not to fall asleep,” Ashley said.“Don’t worry about. You’d probably be

too stringy. Not worth the effort.”“Keep an eye on it,” Corinna said. “I’m going to grab that bow.

Your father usually leaves them near the equipment, right?”“Yeah. If there’s a shelf, look on top

of that. He likes to hide weapons up high.”Corinna slipped off, deeper into the building.While

Ashley watched, the cat perked its ears up and glanced around. She had never seen a live one

up close before. Deer came pretty close to the house to try to get at Lisa’s garden. Up north,

she had seen both moose and bears. But the big cats didn’t seem to spend much time in

Gladstone. Maybe they didn’t like all the people around.The cougar stood up and started to

sniff at the door flap of the four wheeler. It laid its whiskers back and made a face.Corinna

came back empty-handed.“You couldn’t find it?”“I found it. The problem is the other thing I

found.”When she waved, Ashley followed. Through the sorting room, Corinna led Ashley to the

lobby and then over to a window. On the front porch of the post office, a bush had grown so

large that its branches practically blocked the whole window. Bending down, they could see

beneath the bush.Corinna pointed at a spotted brown lump of fur. When the kittens stirred



Ashley smiled. There were three of them in the pile.“They’re pretty young,” Corinna whispered.

“They’ll stay with their mom another year or two. I can’t take her.”Ashley nodded. The smile

disappeared from her face. She wanted to say that the kittens would be fine. The father or other

family would step in to take care of them. It wasn’t true though. That kind of thing didn’t happen

with animals. At the edge of the leaves, Ashley saw the mother slinking along the side the

building to return to her kittens. She tapped Corinna on the shoulder and the two of them

backed away from the window so they wouldn’t spook her.“I’ll keep an eye on them if you want

to go forage,” Corinna said.Ashley nodded.With a bag over her shoulder, Ashley headed down

the road toward the park. The rising sun turned everything pink for a moment and then real

color seeped into the world. When she saw a thin trail through overgrown grass, she veered to

follow it. The deer would have a network of trails that would lead to all the good gardens. She

followed them from yard to yard, looking for areas contained by fences and gates.Behind a

sturdy wire fence, Ashley found a patch of carrots and green beans. She let herself in and

started to collect. The back door the house was open. Romie would have closed the door. The

kids made fun of her, calling her the Mad Shutter.Ashley didn’t make fun of Romie. Looking that

the darkness beyond the open door, Ashley understood the compulsion. It seemed like there

might someone inside, hiding in the darkness, watching her. She didn’t turn her back to the

door as she bent and picked more carrots.Part of the fence had been absorbed into the trunk

of a tree. On Ashley’s side, some yellow shelf mushrooms were within reach. At home, Ashley

would have brought them back to the house. On her own, she wasn’t confident enough to say

they were edible. Plenty of people had gotten sick from misidentification. Lisa even theorized

that some species were changing and becoming poisonous over time. Ashley didn’t care about

them enough to take the risk.In the next yard she found some small potatoes that were just big

enough to cook. She had plenty of weight in her bag and turned her eye toward flavor. Herbs

were easy to find. Her favorites were cilantro and chives and she could find them almost

anywhere if she looked.Ashley felt good about her haul and only stopped once more. There

were plenty of windows at the back of one of the larger houses. She saw lots of muddy

footprints of small animals leading from the yard in through the back door. It seemed like a

whole community used the house for shelter.Ashley shoved the door farther open with her

foot.Nothing moved inside.Brad always talked about the way that Coke used to taste. He said

that the key was that they used to make it and ship it without the bottles ever freezing or getting

too hot. He never could explain how they had pulled off that feat when they distributed the stuff

around the country. One time, on a trip up the coast, he had found a garage with what he

called a “Drink Fridge.” Opening it, Brad had taken a step back and put a hand over his mouth

as he inhaled with surprise.“This is it,” Brad had said. “This might be your only chance.”From

the dead refrigerator, he had pulled a sagging paper container of tall bottles. Their shape

looked strange and inefficient to Ashley. She had cocked her head and looked at the cursive

writing.“With any luck, the refrigerator has protected these from too many temperature swings.

Cross your fingers.”Ashley and Jim had dutifully crossed their fingers as they watched Brad

clean each bottle before putting them in the cooler. They had wanted to try the drink right then,

but Brad didn’t let them touch it until he had cleared it with their father.“Besides,” he said, “this

stuff has to be ice cold.”In the end, Brad had declared the discovery a disappointment. The

drink was strange and sharp when Ashley tried to sip it. It burned her throat and made her

eyes water. Brad said it had gone bad.Ever since that day, Ashley had been looking for more

Coke to try. Brad said that the best stuff said “Made in Mexico” on the bottle. With that in mind,

she crossed the tile floor, grabbing a set of tongs from a jar on the counter. She covered her

mouth and nose with her arm and used the tongs to pry open the refrigerator door.It opened



like an old tomb, fresh air rushing in with a gasp. Ashley swung the door open and saw

desiccated black remnants of old food in there. There were bottles in the door, but no

Coke.Ashley backed out of the house into the morning air. She closed the door behind herself.

After a moment, she changed her mind. There could be animals in there. Rabbits hiding under

the couch, or a fox curled up in a cabinet. She didn’t want to trap them inside. Ashley push the

door open a crack and then got her bearings to head back to the post office.When she saw the

second vehicle parked next to hers, Ashley froze. It only took a moment for her to process the

implication. She broke into a run. Bursting through the rear door, she saw him and ran into a

hug.“Dad!”“Hey, sweetie,” Robby said, giving her a big hug.“How did you find us?” Ashley

asked. She didn’t wait for him to answer. “You’re the one who gave Corinna the map. You

guessed that we would leave in the middle of the night and you’ve been checking the post

offices up through New Jersey.”“That’s exactly right,” he said. “Plus, there’s a motion sensor on

the consoles. I get an alert when someone is near the networking equipment. It’s mostly for

animals, but…”“It also told you when Corinna came inside.”Robby nodded and smiled.“But

why?” Ashley asked. “If you guessed that I would leave home, why didn’t you wait down at the

Outpost? I was headed there anyway.”“Because Corinna is going to head back north. This is

the end of the road for her and I thought you might want someone to travel with. It’s still a long

way.”“You didn’t think I would make it on my own,” Ashley said with a frown. “Honestly, Dad, I

don’t need to be chaperoned everywhere I go.”“I know, sweetie,” he said. He reached out and

touched her hair.Ashley rolled her eyes.“Give him a break,” Corinna said. “Fathers are

supposed to be overprotective. He won’t go with you beyond the Outpost. You can assert your

independence then.”Ashley looked between Corinna and her father and wondered if that was

really true.Chapter 7: Tim“Please forgive me in advance,” Tim said. He glanced at Gloria. “I get

nervous talking in front of groups.”It wasn’t a huge group—it was only seven people. Still, Tim

had seen what happens when the dynamics of a group turns sour. He couldn’t help but be

nervous, even though the faces in front of him were still open and ready to listen.“Let me start

by saying that I really respect and appreciate all the important research that is happening at

this Outpost. I know that everyone here has made a sacrifice, putting themselves close to an

unknown risk, in order to ensure the success of the group.”Gloria told him to butter everyone up

first, before he made his proposal. He should have known that it wouldn’t work on this group.

They were growing skeptical at his praise. Two people in the back narrowed their eyes and

visibly stiffened.“Let me get right to the facts,” Tim said. He was guaranteed five minutes

without crosstalk. That was the rule.“We all understand the reason behind our community

safety guidelines. As a community, we have decided that preserving genetic diversity is of

utmost importance to the long-term survival of our species. I know that a couple of you were, in

fact, key members of the committee that decided on how to ensure that diversity.”He made eye

contact with Dianne. She was his strongest opponent, so he wanted to direct his comments

toward her. This group would never be swayed if he only addressed the people who were

already on the fence. They would see that as a weakness in his logic.“To that end, I know that

everyone here has either fulfilled their breeding commitment, or has had their samples frozen

for the future.”This was a crass way of putting it, but Tim wanted the process to sound a little

gross. In his opinion, forced breeding was a little gross. His dog Penny, for instance, had shown

no interest in the males presented to her when she was in heat. Tim had been bullied into

holding her still for the attempted insemination. It hadn’t worked. Penny had never become

pregnant and Tim had felt like a monster for making her endure the process. It was for the good

of future canines of the world. He understood that, but it didn’t make the process any less

disgusting to him.“As capable adults, we are also held responsible for keeping ourselves safe



so that we will be available in case we’re ever called upon to help with raising orphaned

children.”The incoherence of this argument was obvious to Tim. There were certainly plenty of

families who would gladly take in a child. Their community didn’t need these scientists to step

in, when they clearly had valuable contributions to make through their work.“On the other hand,

we’ve already decided that the work we’re doing here requires a certain amount of risk to our

safety, and that the possible benefit of what we might learn outweighs that risk.”Dianne looked

like she wanted to interrupt. It was against the rules of the special meeting—Tim’s five minutes

weren’t up yet—but he wanted the debate. He knew the point that she was going to make and

he felt that his side would be more impactful as a rebuttal.“You’ve already called for a vote to

move. We voted and the idea was rejected. If you assemble evidence to support the measure,

you can call for another vote at next month’s meeting.”“I regret my earlier measure,” Tim said.

“I’m willing to admit that I was wrong—we should not pick up and move beyond the

Outpost.”Dianne fell silent.“Instead, I would like to propose that we secede from the community

completely. We can stay here, engaging in the research, but we should no longer trade with or

support the rest of the community.”He only let that sink in for a moment before he started

again.“Our goals might align for the moment, but the only way we’re going to increase our

effectiveness is to distance ourselves from the core mandates. This place should maintain its

own safety guidelines and its own set of mandates. We should be closely tied with the larger

community, but effectively quarantined from them. With that quarantine, we will be free to fully

realize the experiments that will lead to the knowledge that the rest of them need, whether they

realize it or not.”Tim waited to see if anyone would immediately object. They didn’t.“I surrender

the rest of my time.”He wanted the debate to start. Once they started debating, he thought it

was clear that they would reach the same conclusion that he had. The community thought that

they were doing the Outpost a favor by including them under their big umbrella. With a good

debate, Tim knew this group would come around.Dianne stood.“Let’s vote,” she said.“No!” Tim

practically shouted. “Let’s talk it through first. I want to hear what people think.”“You’ll hear it in

their vote. All in favor of seceding?”Nobody raised their hand. Even Gloria sat silent.“Denied.

Tim, I think it’s clear that you need some time to really evaluate your dedication to our mission

here.”“No,” he said. “My dedication is the only reason I’m so passionate.”“I, for one, disagree. I

believe that your passion stems from a deep dissatisfaction with your own path, and has little to

do with us,” Dianne said. She adjourned the meeting.“She was hurt by your proposal. It was

like an indictment of her leadership,” Gloria said. “Believe me, it’s not easy to be seen as a

leader. It takes a very thick skin.”“Is it too much to ask that a leader of a research group value

logic more than ego?” Tim asked. He rolled a shirt into a tight ball and stuffed it into the bottom

of his bag.“I’m sure she does value logic more than her own ego, but that doesn’t mean she’s

always going to act accordingly. Think of it from her perspective. It feels like you waited for

Robby to leave before you started getting all antsy about the rules. Robby was her biggest

supporter. Without him, she needs everyone to demonstrate complete confidence in her. Your

proposals must have seemed like personal attacks.”“It breaks my heart, but there’s no way I

can take Penny with me. I know you don’t want a dog long term, but would you watch her until

Robby comes back?”“If I say no, will you consider staying?”Tim shook his head. “I will ask one

of the others.”“Don’t be silly. Of course I’ll watch her. You’re crazy if you think that she’ll be

happier here than going with you.”“It’s not about what would make her happy,” Tim said. “I can’t

guarantee that I’m going to be able to find enough food to survive out there. I can’t stand the

thought of watching her waste away. She’s not a puppy anymore. She needs a good diet and a

nice place to curl up at night.”Tears jumped to Tim’s eyes when he looked at Penny. He blinked

them back. Knowing that she was safe was more important than having her companionship.



Besides, she would be there to come back to, if his resolve diminished.“I will comfort her the

best I can,” Gloria said. “You’ll be able to find plenty of water, I’m sure, so I will pack you up a

bunch of dried fruit and meat.”Tim shook his head. “I can’t. I’m not going to take anything that

the community produced. It doesn’t belong to me anymore.”“I thought you’d say that, but you’re

wrong. Everything I’m giving you comes from my five percent. It’s all documented. This is my

food to give, and you’ll take it or I will give it all to Dianne.”“You wouldn’t,” Tim said, trying to

keep a straight face.They laughed together. Penny thumped her tail against the floor at the

break in tension.Tim sighed and shook his head.“While I finish packing, tell me all the latest

information we know about the jungle.”Gloria nodded.Chapter 8: Brad“You look like hell,” Romie

said.“Thanks,” Brad said. He sat down on the chair and removed his shoes. “You know that set

of power lines that looked like it was going to come down across the highway?”“Yeah?”“They

came down. There was just enough tension that I couldn’t drive over them. The lines wanted to

wind around the wheels. I had to disconnect everything and clear it by hand. Took forever.”“You

know where there are no power lines?” Romie asked.“Yeah, in the ocean. Trust me, it would

have taken a lot longer by boat. I don’t think you realize how much time it takes to swing around

the cape. Besides, solar is free. Diesel isn’t.”“Brad! You’re back,” Lisa said, coming into the

foyer. “You missed all the excitement.”“No, I didn’t,” Braid said. He straightened up with an

involuntary grunt. “You and your co-conspirator called me up in the middle of the night and

dragged me into the conversation.”Lisa shook her head. “No, not that. I’m not worried about

Ash. She can take care of herself. I’m talking about the family of groundhogs that burrowed

under my fence yesterday. Jim claims that you promised to give him an orange for every

groundhog he killed, but all he was loading into his slingshot was pebbles. He sent his little

sister up to get me, and I was supposed to stab the poor thing while he kept it cornered by

pelting it with rocks.”Brad and Romie both laughed. Lisa kept a straight face and raised her

eyebrows.“I’ll talk with him about cruelty,” Brad said.“Again,” Lisa added.Brad nodded.“I want to

have a conversation with both of you about what’s going on,” Brad said. “I think that it’s time for

us to consider our role in what’s about to happen.”“What’s about to happen?” Romie asked.

She looked like she was already hardening her face for an argument. Brad wished he had

brought it up before, back when things were a little simpler, but he couldn’t have. Before,

everything was conjecture.“That’s what I want to talk to you about.”“Talk with Jim first,” Lisa

said. “I told him you wanted to talk to him right away. He needs to know that this is

important.”“Yeah. Okay. Sun room in twenty minutes?” Brad asked.Everyone nodded.Brad

paused at Janelle’s door as he passed by. She was sitting at her desk and swinging her feet.

She had homework on the desk in front of her and she was studying something carefully. It was

all an illusion. Brad knew that if he looked under the paper, or in her desk drawer, he would find

whatever diabolical, time-wasting project she was actually focused on.“Hi, Uncle Brad,” she

said, turning her innocent smile to him. “Did you have a good trip?”“Peachy. Finish your work so

you can go do something fun.”The things she said always sounded strange coming out of her.

Today was no exception.“I researched four modalities of learning, and the lecture model has

been widely criticized by all the studies. Passive learners experience a decrease in problem

solving attitudes over time,” she said.Brad nodded. “Sounds like you’re going to be a fine

teacher one day. You can develop a whole new way to instruct the next generation.”Janelle

made a face like she was about to throw up.“Teacher? That’s absurd,” Janelle said.“Get back to

work. You can decide to follow whatever course you like once you’ve graduated.”Janelle rolled

her eyes and went back to swinging her feet as she turned her eyes down to the paper.Brad

found Jim on his bed, reading a book that was propped on his chest. He shut the boy’s door

most of the way and sat down behind Jim’s desk. His homework was done and organized into



a tabbed binder.Jim turned the page and then closed his book.“Hey, Brad,” Jim said.“Why do

you do that?”“What?”“You don’t use a bookmark, and you turned the page before you closed

the book.”“I don’t need a bookmark. I just remember what page I was on.”“Then why turn the

page?”“It’s easier to remember if I picture it in my head, and it’s easier to picture if I looked at

it.”“Huh,” Brad said with a shrug. In a lot of ways, Robby’s kids were like miniature versions of

the man. It was interesting to see them grow up and pick up some of his traits. Because Brad

saw them learn and grow, it was much easier to understand them.“You’re here to talk about

Ashley? Or the groundhog?”“Groundhog.”Jim nodded. “I know what Lisa is thinking. She thinks

that I was being cruel by keeping the groundhog pinned against the fence.”“You weren’t?”Jim

tilted his head and glanced away. “I was and I wasn’t. It was a choice. I really didn’t want to let it

get away. They’re territorial, and if we could take out that one, then we could make it through

the whole summer without losing too much of the garden.”“There are less cruel ways to remove

an invader.”“The trap has been out there for weeks. We baited with everything that the

groundhog likes—carrots, lettuce, even berries—and it wouldn’t go in. I set up a camera to

watch it.”“So, you were outsmarted by a rodent and then turned to violence.”“Exactly. I gave just

as much thought and consideration as the situation warranted. I’ve never seen you pause and

think about the ethics of setting a mouse trap.”“That’s not the same.”“It’s not? They’re both

rodents. They’re both pests that are trying to take our food.”“Where does it end?” Brad

asked.“Huh?”“Would you kill a neighbor if they tried to take our food?”“Of course not. That’s a

person.”“How about a dog?”“No.”“A deer?”“Maybe. If we were going to eat it, then probably.”“Ah.

Good. So, if taking the life has meaning for us, other than simply ridding the yard of a pest,

then it’s okay to kill it?” Brad asked.Jim nodded.“So, as a culture, we have drawn the line at

mice and rats. Those animals are abundant, not valuable for food, and they infiltrate the house.

Those are the ones we kill indiscriminately. The others, like groundhogs and rabbits, we show

some compassion. If we are forced to kill them, we try to do it humanely and without

unnecessary suffering.”“Because…” Jim started to ask.“Because they’re cuter than rats to most

people. Whatever the reason, that’s the line we have drawn as a household. It’s just one of the

unwritten laws.”Jim shrugged. “I don’t understand.”“Then, I suppose, it’s just one of those things

you have to memorize,” Brad said with a smile.“Okay.”“Okay.”Brad grunted again as he stood. If

he didn’t concentrate on not doing it, it was something that just came out of him. Brad shook

his head and moved toward the door. When he turned back, Jim still had his book on his chest,

unopened.“Are you going too?”“Where?” Brad asked. He knew what Jim meant, he was simply

stalling by asking the question.“Are you going to go after Ashley?”Brad intended to, but he

didn’t want to admit it yet. First, he had to get out of a promise that he had made.“Your sister is

an adult and I’m sure she’s fine,” Brad said as he moved through the doorway.“That doesn’t

answer the question,” Jim called after him.Brad kept moving.“I want to go after Ashley,” Brad

said, once he joined Lisa and Romie in the sunroom.“No,” Lisa said.Her answer was so quick

and definitive that even Romie raised an eyebrow.“I’ll wait until I can get in touch with Robby

and get his permission, of course,” Brad said. “I made a promise to him that I would stay and

watch the kids until he returned, and I’m not going to break that promise until I talk with

him.”“You just did,” Lisa said. “You went off to Donnelly to look over that refinery that Mike set

up even though it was clear that he knows what he’s doing. Then, you went all the way to

Maine to upgrade equipment that hardly anyone uses.”“Those were hardly vacations, Lisa, and

I talked to Robby beforehand.”“It’s not completely up to their father,” Lisa said. “We’re watching

the kids too and I’m telling you that it’s not enough. They need you here. You’re the one they

actually listen to. Romie exerts the discipline, and they certainly like me enough to do what I

say most of the time, but there are some things that require your voice.”“They’re good kids,”



Brad said.“That’s not in dispute,” Lisa said.“They’re going to be fine,” Brad said.Lisa shook her

head. “These are not normal kids, Brad. These children need to be nurtured and disciplined,

sure. Romie and I can take care of that. But they also need a sounding board. They need

someone who can explain things in a way that doesn’t sound preachy or demanding. That’s

what you do for them. When you’re not here, they don’t do as well.”“I won’t be gone for that

long. I’m sure they will be fine,” Brad said.Romie put up her hand to stop the back and forth

between them.“Who are you trying to convince?” Romie asked him.He took a breath and let it

out slowly. “Both of us, I guess.”“How long are you really talking about? Do you know what

Ashley has in mind?”“It would just be a guess,” Brad said.Romie narrowed her eyes. He wasn’t

fooling her.“Then what’s your guess?”For a moment, he considered lying. It would never work.

They both knew him too well.“My guess would be Texas or Arizona.”“What?” Lisa burst out. She

threw up her hands. “What does that even mean? There is no Texas anymore.”“We don’t know

that,” Brad said.“Of course we do,” Lisa said. “That thing erased all borders, buildings, features,

and everything.”Brad turned up his hands.“What do you know?” Romie asked.“Nothing, really.

It’s all conjecture.”Romie shook her head. “That’s bullshit, Brad. You’re not the type who runs off

based on conjecture. You have evidence of something. What is it?”“I’ve seen a satellite photo,”

Brad said.Lisa looked shocked. Romie looked angry.“What photo? Why doesn’t everyone know

about this?” Lisa asked.“What would be the point? We’ve decided that the jungle is potentially

dangerous, right? We don’t know what forces are at play out there, and we’re not letting

anyone venture into it, so what’s the point in getting excited or upset over a satellite photo?”

Brad asked.“It’s information that we should all have,” Lisa said.Romie’s anger faded from her

face. She appeared to be reconsidering her first reaction.“Maybe,” Romie said.Brad pointed at

her.“See? I’m still trying to figure it out, too. I believe that Robby is the one who captured the

signal from the satellite and decoded it. I doubt he shared it with Ashley, which means that she

must have stumbled on it as well. It was hidden on one of the remote computers and I assume

that Robby left it there as a backup, assuming that nobody would find it.”Brad scratched the

side of his face. It wasn’t like Robby to make an assumption like that, but it was one of the only

explanations that made any sense to him.“And what was in this photo?” Romie asked.“I think it

showed that there were some elevated buildings that might have survived. Like, remote

buildings that happen to be located on top of mountains.”“What kind of buildings?” Lisa

asked.“Probably observatories,” Brad said.Lisa and Romie had the exact same reaction. They

turned their heads toward the ceiling and barked out tired laughs.Brad could only nod. They

were reaching the same conclusion that he had. If anything could drag Ashley out into the

jungle, it was an observatory.“I can’t know for sure. The image didn’t stay up long enough for

me to really study it, but it’s my best guess. And, of course, I don’t know if my database

matches the world we’re in, you know? After the churn, anything could be anywhere out there.

But, it makes sense. I suppose that they put the biggest observatories up high in Arizona

where the weather was pretty consistent, the air was thin, and there wasn’t too much light

pollution.”“How does she expect to make it all the way down there?” Lisa asked.“Past the

Outpost, she can’t fly or drive,” Romie said.“I don’t know,” Brad said. “I honestly don’t

know.”“Someone has to stop her,” Lisa said.Brad held his tongue. He let Romie answer for

him.“We can’t,” Romie said.“What? You’re kidding, right? We have to protect that girl. She

doesn’t know what she’s getting into and she’s barely able to keep herself safe up here, where

Robby and Brad have cameras everywhere and there are no big animals. If she goes past that

Outpost, there’s no telling what will kill her first. She’ll starve, drink bad water, or get eaten by

some giant snake. She’ll never make it alone.”Brad looked at Lisa and nodded. Everything that

she was saying had merit. It was precisely the conclusion that he had already come to.They sat



in silence. The clock next to the door ticked the progress of the seconds as they all thought

about the safety of the young woman that they had helped to raise.“I guess Brad has to go

then,” Romie said.“No,” Lisa said, shaking her head slowly.“She won’t be safe, Lisa,” Brad said.

“I know that Jim and Janelle will be a handful, but we have to keep Ashley safe.”“You’re right,”

Lisa said, “but you’re wrong. Someone has to go, but it can’t be Brad. Let’s face it, you don’t get

around very well anymore. You and Romie wouldn’t be able to keep up with her on foot.”Brad

felt stupid that it took him a moment to realize what she was saying. He watched it dawn on

Romie.“I’ll leave tonight,” Lisa said. “I trust that you guys will make sure that my garden doesn’t

suffer in my absence.”“Lisa,” Romie started.She was cut off as Lisa raised her hand.“You know

I’m right,” Lisa said.Romie kept her mouth shut.“They don’t know,” Lisa continued. “We worked

so hard to make everything feel normal and safe for them. The kids don’t know how dangerous

the world really is. It’s our fault. We felt so guilty that we were raising them in this place that we

did our best to make them blind to it.”Brad wanted to object. He couldn’t find the words.Chapter

9: Ashley“You’re probably wondering why I’m taking so many back roads,” Robby said.Ashley

wasn’t. She was looking through her window at all the passing houses. She had never been to

this part of the world before. On the trip between Gladstone and Donnelly, there were plenty of

towns and cities that they passed through. None had the sprawl of the New Jersey suburbs.

Ashley had only been to New York City once, and she had been so young that it felt like a

strange dream.“Ash?” he asked.“Huh?”“We’re taking the back roads so I can mark which ones

are clear and might make a good detour if something happens to the major arteries,” her father

said.“Okay.”He glanced at her. She could feel her father’s eyes, studying the back of her head.

When he looked at her like that, sometimes it felt like he could tell what she was thinking. She

was surprised by his next question.“What’s bothering you?”“Nothing. I’m fine.”Robby

sighed.Ashley knew that the lie wouldn’t stand.“I’m just thinking about entropy,” she said,

hoping to change the subject away from herself. “So much energy was spent to organize the

raw materials of this place into these houses and offices. Now, it’s all being broken up or

repurposed by nature. Where do you think that energy goes? Heat? Radiation? What becomes

of all the potential that this place used to have?”“It’s insignificant,” her father said.She looked

over at him and he shrugged.“You know those jars of colored sand that your sister likes?” he

asked.“Sure.”“If you shake one of them up, you haven’t really added or subtracted any energy

from it. They’re simply different. The wood in those houses hasn’t been fundamentally altered

from when the trees were growing. Trees die and wood rots. The process is just slowed down

by the arrangement of wood under the shingles. It hasn’t changed.”“I think it has,” she said.

“Just by standing it upright, it has been given potential energy. When it falls down, it will release

it. Even in a hundred years, this place will still bear the marks of all the people who used to live

here.”“Why does that matter?”“It matters because everything is sliding downhill and we’re living

our lives on that slope. You guys don’t see it because you’re from that old world and all this

stuff seems normal to you.”“It’s not normal to you? You grew up in this world. How could it not

be normal?”“Everywhere I look, I see reminders of instability. We didn’t make any of this and

yet it’s all around us.”Robby nodded.“Must be weird.”“What’s weird is that so many of you don’t

see it as weird at all,” Ashley said.“You’ll have to forgive us. A lot of us have been a bit

preoccupied,” her father said with a big smile.“Yeah. I get that,” she said.“You know, in a lot of

ways, it was impossible for me to see the world as anything except hopelessly damaged until

you came along.”Ashley waited, knowing that he would explain.“I was younger than you when

everything fell apart the first time. The second and third crisis happened and I was still younger

than you. For years after that, even after I met your mother, I couldn’t help but think that the

next disaster was on its way.”“I guess it was,” Ashley said.“How do you mean?”“Mom died,” she



said.Her father smiled and kept his eyes glued on the road ahead of them.“No. I’ll never think of

that as a disaster. I was sad that you kids wouldn’t have her around while you grew up, but I

can’t ever consider anything about your mother to be a disaster. Falling in love with her and

having you kids was the biggest surprise of my life. I’m still in shock at how much joy it brought

to me. I never would have imagined.”He reached out and took her hand for a moment before

returning his own to the steering wheel.“Through your eyes, and then with your brother and

sister, I got to see the world as a hopeful place again. Corinna and Brad had long discussions

about making a fresh start. I didn’t understand what they meant until you came along. You were

the fresh start for me. I know your mother felt the same way.”“Huh,” Ashley said. It felt like her

father had just put a weight on her shoulders.There was an entrance to the highway up ahead.

Instead of taking it, her father took a right, consulting his map before he steered onto another

local road.“It seems like you’re going slow on purpose,” she said. The realization popped out of

her mouth before she could stop it.“No,” he said. “Well, kinda, maybe. I want to spend as much

time as I can with you before you go beyond the Outpost. Call me selfish.”She nodded.“What

do you hope to find?” he asked.“Answers.”Her father pulled into the parking lot of a post office.

They were surrounded by acres of cars. The post office had occupied a small space that was

surrounded by a car dealership. They had a whole row of purple cars. Ashley walked over to

take a photo for her sister. Janelle loved anything purple.“I have a freezer in here if you want

something to eat,” Robby called.“That’s okay,” she said.She took a couple more photos. The

lines of cars were beautiful in the light of the setting sun. They almost looked like rows of

flowers, arranged by size and color. If she looked closely, she could see the rust that was

consuming the vehicles from the bottom up. On the far side of the lot, a tree had fallen,

compressing several of the cars underneath. As a whole though, they were beautiful.She

wandered toward the post office after one last glance.Her father was inside, checking

something on the computer.“Good thing you’re not hungry,” he said. “Two of the panels are

malfunctioning. The freezer is not on the priority circuit, so it lost power. We’ll have to clean it

out.”Ashley nodded.“You want to start on that, or check out the panel?”“I’ll do the freezer,” she

said.“Bag the stuff up and put it in the back of the four wheeler,” he said. “I want to take it a

decent distance away.”“Of course,” she said.Ashley watched her father put on a backpack

before he climbed the ladder in the back of the place and then pushed up the hatch that led to

the roof. She followed the power cables until she found the freezer. It was in a dark interior

room. There was an electric lantern hanging from the doorknob. She held that up as she

scanned the place. Someone—probably her father—had left a box of garbage bags on the

shelf. Before she opened the freezer, she shook out a bag and took a deep breath.It wasn’t too

bad inside. Bracing herself for the black rot that she normally found inside freezers, she was

surprised to see that some of the ice was still frozen. Her father always left a tub of ice cubes

when he stashed food in freezers. That way, if anyone opened them and saw a solid block of

ice, they would know that the freezer had been thawed and refrozen due to some power

outage. It was his failsafe to know that the food might be inedible.In this case, the melting ice

told her that the power hadn’t been out for long.She reached in and pulled out a vacuum-

sealed bag of dehydrated meat. It was still solid and cold. Ashley put it back and closed the

lid.She climbed the ladder and found her father securing one of the panels.“It’s not too bad,” he

said. “Probably just the wind. These panels lifted from their brackets and unplugged

themselves.”“Recently,” she said. “Stuff is still frozen.”“Great! We won’t have to forage.”Ashley

nodded. She walked to the edge of the roof and dug out her camera again. The view from up

there was even better for photos.“You stop here a lot?” she asked.“Yeah,” he said. Robby

finished with one panel and stood up. “Pretty much every time I go back and forth. Over on the



other side of that building, there’s a place that sold ATVs. They have tons of parts if something

needs replacing. Plus, there aren’t that many good bridges across the Susquehanna River, so

I’m always passing through here. Why do you ask?”“This isn’t what I pictured at all,” she said.

“Every time you would leave to go to one of the other settlements, I always imagined you hiking

through a forest or trekking across mountains.”Her father smiled.“I was always so frightened,”

she said. “It’s strange to find out that I was afraid of the wrong things.”“I’m sorry,” he said with a

sad smile. “I never meant to frighten you. If I had known…”“No, it’s good,” she said. “I mean, I

was only afraid because I knew how much I would miss you if anything happened. In a way,

that’s a good thing. It made me realize what’s important, you know?”Robby nodded.“You sure

that nothing is wrong, Ashley? You’re not usually so melancholy.”“I’m antsy,” she said. “That’s

all. I’m antsy to figure things out. You know?”He nodded.Her eye caught a flash of light from the

west. When he saw her glance, Robby turned and put a hand to his brow to shield his eyes

from the light.“There she is,” he said.“Who?”“It’s just a hunch,” he said. “But I’m guessing that

we know that person very well."Chapter 10: TimTim felt awkward, leaving the house without

Penny at his side. She went everywhere with him. It seemed like he was leaving a physical part

of himself behind, and each step was a little more difficult to take. The pull wanted to snap him

back. At least Gloria was keeping Penny occupied. The dog wouldn’t notice his absence until

later.Before he climbed onto his bike, he made sure that the straps of his pack were tight. A

shifting load was enough to topple him over. Once he felt comfortable, Tim coasted down

toward the intersection that marked the edge of their territory.When he had first moved to town,

there was nothing unexplainable on the other side of the river. The land had been wiped out

when the Earth was nearly colonized by a dimension-folding massive alien force, but aside

from that, nothing unexplainable. Tim smiled. Somehow, the destruction of all the vegetation

and buildings in the distance seemed perfectly normal. It was the changes in the years

afterwards that had made everyone so cautious.In the beginning, he made trips over the jungle

area in his little airplane. He mapped the ribbons of vegetation that had first colonized the

wasteland. His hand-drawn maps nearly matched the documents left behind by the original

scouts who went out into the wasteland on foot before the churn had pulled everyone back

in.When the convoy arrived, people set out every day to document the vegetation and try to

figure out the nature of the wasteland. That was before it had grown into a proper jungle.Tim

had loved that time of his life.The Outpost had been a vibrant community of curious, optimistic

people. Theories were presented and discussed. Lively debate filled their community meetings,

but it never rose to anger. It seemed like the settlers to the Outpost respected differing

opinions.Everything changed when the power went out in the remote station.An emergency

meeting convened in the middle of a cool, fall night. Tim had noticed the lights in the

greenhouse by accident, and he had walked over there out of nothing more than

curiosity.Everyone had been hunched around a set of displays. They didn’t even seem to notice

him when he approached.“What’s so exciting?” he had asked.Sariah had been operating the

computer while Adrian pointed at a different display.“Hello?” Tim had asked.Someone glanced

back at him like he was intruding. Before that, Tim had never felt like he was a pest at any of

the Outpost gatherings. He was the founder of their community. In some ways, he was treated

as somewhat of a minor celebrity—their unofficial mayor.Gloria had been the one who turned

to him and really explained it.“The alarms went off twenty minutes ago. All feeds from the

remote station are now offline. We don’t have any communication with the people who are

tenting over there. Even the radios aren’t working.”“It’s a quick hike. I can go over and find

out…”Gloria cut him off quickly. “No. That’s not allowed. If you’ll remember, when we first

decided to do overnights in the wasteland, we said that in the event of lost communication, we



would conduct a visual search first. Since that can’t happen until morning, Sariah is trying to

diagnose the problem from…”“This is it,” Sariah said. People crowded closer to the

display.“Seventy-eight meters. That’s at the edge of the river,” Dianne said.A few of them

nodded and exhaled with relief.Gloria turned to Tim to explain. “That’s good news. We hoped

that it was simply a short in a cable, and it would make most sense if that happened at the

river. This makes us a little less nervous.”“But you said that the radio wasn’t working?”“That

could be a separate issue. Because we had the hard link, we weren’t relying on the radios

much, and we weren’t diligent about checking them periodically,” Gloria said. “Could be a

battery problem. Who knows. Either way, this probably isn’t a crisis.”“So…” Tim wondered if he

should even ask his next question. The people who had put themselves in charge of research

liked to explain things very thoroughly. Tim was already beginning to think that it was time to go

back to bed.He couldn’t stop himself. “Why is it not allowed to go check on them? If

something’s potentially wrong, wouldn’t it be better to get over there sooner rather than

later?”They had all experienced the same trauma. The end of the world had nearly come for

them multiple times. Even with cheery dispositions, there was a fear inside them that most

people didn’t do a thorough job of hiding.Gloria shook her head. “We all take risks when we go

explore the unknown. When something happens, the last thing we want to do is potentially

throw more bodies at it.”Tim nodded.Unfortunately, the notion had driven a cold spike into his

heart. He was thinking about the people who were camped in the wasteland. Tim went home,

stretched out on his bed, and looked at the ceiling while a delightfully cool breeze leaked in

through his window. It was a good night for sleeping, but sleep wasn’t an option for Tim.As

soon as the sun came up, he had gone back to the greenhouse to be a part of the group who

would go look in on the campers.In the intervening years, a lot had changed at the Outpost.

They no longer called it a wasteland on the other side of the river. That name didn’t make any

sense for the green expanse that stretched out to the horizon. It had all grown over with thick

vegetation. A lot of the plants weren’t even native to their part of North America. The plants

they found would have been much more familiar in a temperate jungle.That’s what they called it

now—the jungle.Tim stopped his bike on the edge of the bridge. He leaned it against a tree

that had sprouted in a crack from the sidewalk. Several cables snaked across the bridge to

disappear into the lush growth on the other side. The cables were cracked and weathered.

They probably went to the old remote station. He didn’t have a specific plan, so Tim adjusted

his pack and decided to follow the cables to wherever they went.As he crossed the bridge, he

paused to look at the river below. When it flooded, it pressed up beyond the banks and lapped

at the curb of Front Street. This time of year, it usually dwindled to a bubbling flow, tumbling

over the rocks. If there had been any kids around, they would probably go down to the stepping

stones and try to catch crayfish. But the kids had been sent away as soon as the wasteland

had started to have a mysterious effect on the electricity.Nobody wanted to gamble with the

next generation.Tim had been a part of the group that crossed the bridge into the wasteland at

dawn. From the hill, they had spotted the tents and seen no obvious threat. Some people still

wanted to believe that the problem was simply a bad connection because of the river. The

number of people holding onto that opinion was decreasing rapidly as they crossed the

bridge.At the seventy-eight meter mark, Sariah knelt and inspected the cables. She clamped

some kind of sensor around the insulation and nodded as she took readings. People stood

around as she moved her sensor a little farther.She sat back on her knees and shook her

head.“I don’t see anything wrong with it, but this is where the signal stops. I’m getting a reading

here, but nothing here.”She pointed to one spot and then the other.Adrian took a few more

steps across the bridge. The sun was beginning to climb past the trees. He put up a hand to



shield his eyes.“I think one of the tents is moving. Could be they’re getting up,” Adrian said.Tim

moved to join him.“I guess it’s probably just a short in the cable,” Sariah said. “I have a million

of them up at the house. I should have brought a replacement, but I figured we were going to

see a break or something.”While she talked, she continued to move her clamp up and down

the wire.She said, “Oh!” and everyone gathered around her.“What is it?” Dianne asked.“Look at

this,” Sariah said. Instead of moving the clamp, she was moving the meter itself. In her hand,

the display gave her a reading. When she moved it a little closer to the wasteland, the display

went blank.“That’s where the cable goes bad?” Tim asked.“No,” Sariah said. “I have the clamp

on the good part of the cable. What we’re seeing here is the instrument going bad. It works

here, but not here.”She refined her movement until she found a place where she only had to

shift it an inch or so to make the display shut off.“Bad instrument,” Adrian said.Sariah nodded.

She dug in her bag and pulled out a second device. It looked different from the first, but she

plugged the same wires into it. A second later, she said, “Huh.”Tim looked down. Sariah was

repeating the same movement from before. One inch to the north, and the display worked. An

inch south, and it went blank.“That’s too weird,” Sariah said.Adrian had pulled a radio off his

belt. Tim watched the man turn it on, figuring that he was going to try to make contact with the

campers again. Instead, Adrian clicked the device on. They heard a short burst of static and

saw the red light on the top of the thing. When Adrian moved it a little farther south, the device

shut off, just like Sariah’s instrument.“Electrical interference,” Adrian said. “Something over

there is disrupting power.”“Something?” Dianne asked. “Like what?”“I don’t know,” Adrian said.

He moved a few more paces across the bridge.“Feel anything?” Dianne asked.Sariah got back

to her feet.“Nope,” Adrian said. “Whatever it is that’s blasting the electronics, I feel fine.”Tim had

moved to the railing and looked down at the water rippling in the pink morning sun while they

debated.He was looking at the same river, but everything on the other side had changed from

that day. With all the vegetation over there, he couldn’t even see the spot where the people had

been camped. The remote station was buried under a canopy of leaves.The patch of jungle

didn’t reach all the way to the bank of the river—at least not around the bridge where Tim was

standing. There was a place upriver where the jungle actually encroached on their side.At

Tim’s spot, the riverbank was dirt for a good twenty feet before the jungle started. Then, in a

crisp line, the greenery rose like a wall. It stayed on its side of an unchanging, invisible

border.Tim took a few more paces toward it. He didn’t take off his backpack to dig around and

find his walkie talkie. He was certain that it wouldn’t work. The electrical interference didn’t stick

to a constant border, but it always reached beyond the midpoint of the bridge.From up on the

hill, he heard a sharp sound. It might have been only been a slamming door. It got Tim’s feet

moving. There was no reason to be hanging out on the bridge. Their rules weren’t supposed to

impinge on anyone’s free will, but there was no reason to test that resolve. He moved toward

the protection of the jungle before anyone could spot him and tell him to stop.Before he ducked

under the leaves, he took one more look over his shoulder.Some people theorized that this

jungle didn’t even belong to their world. They thought that maybe during the churn, the area

beyond the Outpost had been transplanted from another version of Earth. Tim hadn’t bothered

to form an opinion until that moment.Chapter 11: LisaThey were all ants, leaving a trail of

pheromones for the next to follow. That’s what it felt like to Lisa as she drove down the highway.

The last people down the road had painted the speed limit signs with arrows to assure her that

she was on the right path. If she found a road that was blocked by a tree or a washout, it was

her responsibility to back up until she found a sign and then she would annotate it with an X.

Once she found a way around the obstruction, she would mark the new route with spray-

painted arrows.So far, she was lucky. She hadn’t needed to backtrack once. That was good. If



she was going to catch up with Ashley before the jungle, she would need all the speed she

could get. The sign overhead announced that she was approaching the Susquehanna River.

On the right, the arrow drawn over the speed limit assured her that the bridge ahead was still

passable. Lisa tried to remember what Robby had said about the river.It was something about

a flood. A flood had taken out most of the bridges—that was it. Slowing down, she proceeded

carefully. Even if the bridge looked intact, it might be unstable. She knew firsthand that

supports undercut by the water could give way at any time.Another one of Robby’s markings

told her that there was a post office at the next exit. Acting on impulse, she angled the wheel to

the right. It wouldn’t hurt to check in at the post office and see if there was any documentation

about the bridge. A few extra added minutes might save her a lot of trouble.There were shapes

on top of the post office. Lisa smiled. That was always the way with Robby—she didn’t realize

that she was being manipulated until the very last moment.Lisa parked next to the side-by-side

four wheeler and opened her door. When she looked up, she saw smiling faces looking down

from the roof.“I hope you have something to eat in there,” Lisa said. “I’m starving.”“What are

you even doing here?” Ashley asked. The young woman pushed her hair back as she peered

down.“I came to bring you a present,” Lisa said.“Well? What is it?”Lisa spread her arms. “It’s

me.”“You guys seriously have to settle down,” Ashley said.Lisa shifted on her seat as she shook

her head. The little room in the back of the post office was beginning to heat up. She adjusted

the blinds to keep the sun out. From the supplies stashed in the post office, they had a nice

meal in front of them. Lisa wished she could enjoy it. All she could think about was the

upcoming journey.“I’m not going that far, and it will be a lot quicker if I travel alone,” Ashley

continued.“Not that far? You don’t think Arizona is far?” Lisa asked.Robby’s eyebrows went up

and he looked at his daughter. Aside from a slight hitch in her chewing, Ashley managed to

look pretty innocent. After she swallowed, she asked, “Who says I’m going that far?”“Brad saw

the same satellite images that you did,” Lisa said. “And quit acting surprised, Robby, I can

guess that you didn’t leave them lying around by accident.”“They were not lying around,” Robby

said.“Uh-huh,” Lisa said, frowning. “Listen, Ashley, even in the old days, a road trip to Arizona

was a major undertaking. You’re going to have to walk there. Do you have any sense how long

that will take?”“I’m not going to walk the whole way,” Ashley said.“You’re going to swing from

the vines? Use a hot air balloon? What’s your grand plan?”“I have a plan,” Ashley said.“She

thinks there’s a river,” Robby said.“Dad!” Ashley said, rolling her eyes.“Sorry.”“You know I hate it

when you do that.”“I wasn’t trying to belittle you. I simply disagree with your assessment.”Lisa

watched the conversation carefully. They were both so good at guessing what the other one

was thinking that they could have entire arguments without anyone else at the table knowing

what the hell they were talking about.“It’s not an assessment. You think I’m too stupid to figure

out what a chromatic aberration looks like?”“No, I simply think there may be other impediments

that you’re failing to take into account. Even the best raft will have…”“Guys?” Lisa asked,

interrupting. “You care to fill me in on what we’re debating?”Ashley reached across the table

and put a hand on top of Lisa’s.“The details aren’t important. I swear that I will be safe and that

I have a plan.”“Bullshit!” Lisa said, jerking her hand out from under Ashley’s. “Don’t patronize

me. I may be an old lady, but I am perfectly able to keep up with whatever amazing plan you

cooked up. I have survived things that would straighten your hair.”Ashley smiled and covered

her mouth with her hand to stifle a laugh.“Don’t tease Aunt Lisa,” Robby said, rubbing his

forehead with his hand. “It might not be quick, but she does have a temper buried under all that

pleasantness.”“You’re damn right,” Lisa said. “Now give me the details. I’m tagging along

whether you want me to or not, and I have a right to know the scheme.”Ashley took a deep

breath and squared her shoulders. “Just understand that this is my plan. This is not a debate,



okay? I didn’t ask you to join me, so I’m not asking for your approval.”“Fair enough,” Lisa

said.Robby nodded too.Chapter 12: Ashley“Once I found the satellite image on the server, I

decided to delete it,” Ashley said. She briefly considered leaving this part out, but decided

against it. Her father would guess her motivation. It would be better if he knew that she wasn’t

trying to hide anything.“I guessed that Dad left it there for Brad to find. As you know, people are

allowed to consider and process information before they share it with the group, but they’re not

allowed to share information selectively. Anything published has to be available to everyone.

Bending the rules, Dad tucked the image away in a publicly accessible place that only Brad

would stumble upon. He must not have figured that I might find it too.”“But you didn’t delete it,”

Lisa said.“Nope. I kept it secret, but left the whole drive intact. I couldn’t risk the rest of the

data.”“There wasn’t any other data,” Robby said, narrowing his eyes.Ashley shrugged. “Not as

far as you knew. That server was replicated to another location. You wiped the original well

enough, but the backup server still had every other file from the cluster. The only thing erased

from the backup was the index to the other files.”Robby shook his head. “Sneaky.”“So I locked it

down to recover the other files. While I did, I saw that Brad discovered and accessed the

original image—the one you wanted him to find. I barely got the other files offline before he

could track them down. As far as I know, I’m the only person aside from you who has seen the

rest of the picture.”“Huh,” Robby said, nodding with appreciation.“And you can quit that act,”

Ashley said. “I know you guessed that I already found the other files.”He leaned back and

smiled. It was difficult to surprise her father, but she had the sense that she had just pulled it

off. After thinking about it for a few seconds, he realized his mistake.“The comment about the

raft?” he asked.“Yup,” she said. “Only the deleted files show the rapids. If you really thought I

hadn’t seen those, you would have thought I was planning on a small boat. Since you

mentioned a raft…”“Can you guys cut out the ‘dueling geniuses’ part and just continue with the

explanation in plain English?” Lisa asked.Ashley nodded. “Beyond the Outpost, the terrain was

reshaped. Over the decades, what used to be the Gulf of Mexico has risen up and a crease

has formed just above where Florida used to be.”“More accurately,” Robby said, “it appears that

the Caribbean Plate and the Cocos Plate have pushed north and deformed the North

American Plate enough to…”Lisa put up her hand to stop him. “What do you mean, ‘Where

Florida used to be?’ Are you suggesting that Florida is gone?”“Not really,” Ashley said. “If

anything, it’s even bigger. Because the Gulf has dried up, Florida must be two or three times

the size it used to be.”“And it has mountains,” Robby said.“Just barely,” Ashley said. “Most of the

mountains are in what used to be Georgia.”“Arguably, the way they align up the coast, it would

be…”Lisa stopped him again with another hand gesture. She motioned for Ashley to

continue.“The short explanation is that there’s a river that runs from east to west now. It looks

like it follows some of the path of the Mississippi River in places, but it’s hard to guess because

we don’t have a way to really register the images against the old maps. Whatever is affecting

electronics down in the jungle may be affecting the satellites as well.”“It mostly certainly has an

effect,” Robby said.“Regardless, using the imagery, I have estimated the depth and width of the

river for the course I will need. I can use a mechanical clock, the sun, and stars to navigate. I

can’t easily carry enough rations, but I’m sure that I can forage along the way.”“Two things,” Lisa

said.“Oh?”“What’s the point?”“The observatory. You knew I was going to Arizona, so I figured

you must know that I was going to the observatory. With a telescope like that at my disposal, I

should be able to figure out what’s happening on the moon. It’s imperative that we discover the

nature of that threat and what it means. Advance warning could mean the difference between

life and death.”“And you won’t need electricity to run that thing?”“It wouldn’t hurt, sure, but I did

my research. There is a purely manual, optical way of using one of the big telescopes. It should



give me enough information, I hope. At the very least, it will be much more useful than the

images I can get around here. They just didn’t build big telescopes in this area. I guess it was

because of the weather and light pollution.”Robby nodded.“What was the second thing?”

Ashley asked Lisa.“Once you’ve collected this valuable information, how do you plan to get

back?”Ashley blushed.Lisa rolled her eyes. “Tell me you’ve thought about how you’re getting

back.”She had, but she didn’t want to admit what she had come up with. In her wildest dreams,

she would be able to figure out why electricity didn’t work out in the jungle. If she could figure

that out, then maybe she could find a way to get back upriver quickly. After all, if the

observatory had survived, then there had to be other remnants of civilization lying around. In a

pinch, she figured she could rig up some kind of motor and distill some working fuel.These

were all long shot ideas though. That kind of speculation wasn’t the basis of a plan. Ashley

knew that she couldn’t rely on the best case scenario. The worst case always had to be

assumed.“To get back, I’m going to have to walk. Fortunately, the climate appears to be pretty

consistent on that part of the continent. We don’t have any reports of predators from beyond

the Outpost. It will take a while, but my chances are good.”Lisa shook her head.Her father

studied Ashley. He looked more concerned than disappointed. Still, she sensed both

emotions.“What?” she asked. “I have a plan.”“You have half a plan,” her father said.“It’s better

than we had, dragging all those corpses up into Maine,” Lisa said.“That was life and death,”

Robby said. “And, we lost a lot of good people.”His statement had a weight to it that Ashley

couldn’t rebut. She kept her mouth shut. In the end, it didn’t matter whether or not her father

believed that her mission was crucial to their survival. It was her mission. The trip was a risk,

but she still believed that it was necessary.Ashley noticed that Lisa was studying her.“She’s still

going,” Lisa said.Robby only nodded.They all piled into Lisa’s vehicle for the remainder of the

trip. In short shifts, they traded places driving, navigating, and resting. Lisa was able to nap

during her downtime. Ashley could only look through the window at the overgrown scenery.

With all the thoughts buzzing through her head, sleep was impossible.The vehicle passed

through a tunnel of foliage. Tall trees grew close to the pavement, reaching their arms across.

Some of the lower limbs slapped at the top of the vehicle. It was a lot more comfortable riding

in Lisa’s SUV, but it limited which roads they could travel on.Ashley stared into the dark forest

to their east. It reminded her of a community near her house growing up. Everyone had called it

Greenbriar, and it was off limits to children. Romie, on one of her door-closing expeditions, had

discovered a sinkhole created by a collapsed sewer. Of course, because they were forbidden, it

was the only the place that the kids wanted to play. It was an old neighborhood. The trees there

were tall and thick, shadowing the homes. All the houses there had two numbers. The street

number was next to the front door, or on the mailbox, but there was always another number

above the door. That was the year that the house was built. It was like a status symbol—the

older the house, the better. And all of the buildings were crowded with towering trees.Ashley’s

favorite house in Greenbriar was a huge, gray place with white columns on the front. When she

had snuck up the front stairs, she found the little door that led to the second-floor balcony on

top of the front porch. Up there, she would sit in a sea of thick maple leaves in the summer. In

the fall, the red and orange leaves were so bright that they almost hurt her eyes. It was the

perfect place to take a book and spend a stolen afternoon. It was important to get out of there

before sunset though. Ashley had learned that the hard way. The rotten stairs were a nightmare

to navigate after dark, and the house made noises that she had never been able to

explain.Lisa steered around a fallen tree.“You want to move that?” Lisa asked Robby.“No.

There’s still plenty of room to get around it. I’ll mark it and get it next time I have a chainsaw

with me.”Cresting a hill, the road broke into a clearing. A plain of tall grass swept off toward the



setting sun. In the distance, deer raised their heads and then flashed their white tails as they

bounded away from the sound of the vehicle.“It’s getting late,” Lisa said. “Keep going or pull

over?”“How are we doing on gas?” Robby asked.“Low.”“Let’s take a break,” Robby said. “Ashley

and I will forage.”Lisa nodded and slowed down. “Brad strapped enough gas to the back of this

thing to make it there and back twice. I’ll put some in the tank.”Ashley put on her shoes and

emptied her pack.On their first expedition, they collected wood and water. With a small fire

going and the water set to boil, they went back out again into the fading light to look for food.

Her father was only really good at finding a few things. He liked walnuts, acorns, apples, and

greens. Ashley was more of an opportunist. She didn’t seek out particular plants, but saw what

was around her and knew which ones could contribute to their meal.When they got back to the

fire, Lisa already had something in a pan over the flames.“What is that?” Ashley asked. She set

down her pack and dumped an armload of mushrooms on top of it.“I brought cold pizza from

home,” Lisa said.“You could have mentioned before we went out and collected,” Robby said.“I

thought you guys were enjoying spending time together,” Lisa said with a shrug. She shook the

handle of the pan and the pizza sizzled. Lisa would sometimes trade a whole patch of

watermelon for enough cheese to make a pizza. It was easily her favorite food.Ashley

laughed.Her father chuckled as he lowered himself to the asphalt. Their campfire was on the

shoulder of the road, about ten paces from Lisa’s vehicle. Ashley sat down too. She sorted out

the food that would be just as good tomorrow and separated it from what needed to be eaten

right away.Lisa pulled the pan from the fire. She touched the crust and then jerked her finger

back, putting it in her mouth.“Hot,” she said. With a sigh, Lisa leaned back and looked up at the

stars. “I miss light pollution.”“Huh?” Ashley asked.“When I was your age, I barely had to

contend with the stars at all. The planets were visible, and the moon, but most of the stars

were blocked out by the city lights. It was rare that I had to worry about the vast heavens

above, you know? You remember, Robby?”“No,” he said. “I grew up on an island. It pretty much

looked like this all the time.”“Well, back then we all knew that we were the center of the

universe. People dominated everything. It was comforting.”“False comfort,” Ashley said.“Sure,”

Lisa said. “It’s obvious, now. But, think about it. As far as we knew, people were on a never-

ending ascension. There were problems to overcome, sure. We had to contend with the

possibility of climate change. But we knew that the world could survive big threats. The Cold

War had been a threat and we survived that. The ozone layer was threatened at one point, but

people banned aerosols and that came back. People used to make a big deal about the

problems, but deep down I think we all assumed that everything was fixable. Part of that was

because we were insulated from the stars, you know. We created a blanket with our light

pollution and we could ignore the infinite void around us and assume that we were in

charge.”“You really think it was all fixable?” Robby asked.“Sure. Don’t you?”“I don’t know. If I

had to guess, I would say that progress ebbs and flows. Knowledge accumulates slowly and

then disappears with a single disaster. How were the heads on Easter Island carved and

moved into position? How were the pyramids built? Even without an outside force, I think it was

likely that humanity was going to take another giant step backwards soon,” Robby said.“That’s

not true,” Ashley said.They both looked at her. She recognized the look. People who were old

enough to remember the world before always had the same look. Even her father did it

sometimes. In their eyes, she couldn’t possibly have an opinion about the fate of the world

because she had only known it after the collapse.Robby raised his eyebrows.“We didn’t lose

any information, Dad. The other backwards steps you mentioned were accompanied by a

massive loss of information. An invading force burned the Library of Alexandria, or a new

religion outlawed the teachings of the old. Even in China, the changing emperors were just as



likely to rewrite history and influence which lessons were passed along to future generations.

Our storage now is indelible. Brad has his backups, and we have those archives that have

been recovered from libraries. Every chance we get, we replicate the sum of our knowledge.

We have no choice but to advance.”For a moment, the only thing that broke the silence was the

crackling of the fire.“Where are you headed?” Robby asked.She didn’t answer.Her father

continued his thought. “To a place where, inexplicably, electricity doesn’t work. And how is all

that knowledge recorded?”“It isn’t just electronic,” Ashley said. “There are paper records as

well.”“I’m sure many other cultures felt the same way. They believed that their wisdom would

never be forgotten. Truth is, we’re just one small turn from losing everything. It’s not even clear

that we’re still viable as a species. We have so few people that our genetic diversity is critically

low,” Robby said.Lisa smiled. “I remember when everyone was worried about giant pandas.

There were still a thousand of them in the wild and it was a major crisis.”“House cats used to

be everywhere,” Robby said. “There were so many dogs and cats that everyone spayed and

neutered their pets.”“So, everything is terrible. Why even bother, right?” Ashley asked. She was

tired of not being allowed an opinion just because she had been born after billions of people

had disappeared.“No,” Robby said, “that’s not what I’m saying. I just want to be cautious, that’s

all. You’re so much more precious than you can imagine.”Ashley shook her head. It always

came down to the same thing—her life was so important that she was never going to be

allowed to live it. Meanwhile, she felt like the only person in the world who actually cared about

what was going on around them. As far as they knew, another attack was imminent and

nobody was doing anything about it. The adults had been beaten down so hard that all they

could do was huddle in a defensive crouch and wait for the next assault.“Remember, Ashley,”

Lisa said, “we’re not trying to stop you. Nobody is standing in your way and declaring that you

can’t go off and do what you think is necessary.”“Aren’t you, though?” she asked. “You’re telling

me that you’re coming along, regardless of my wishes. Now I’m responsible for your safety as

well as my own. The only reason you’re going into the jungle is because of me, so I have no

choice but to make sure that nothing happens to you. So, no, you’re not stopping me. You’re

just saddling me with a fifty kilogram weight strapped to my back.”Lisa frowned. “I’m not good

with kilograms. Did you just say that I’m fat?”Ashley tried to keep a straight face, but the smile

broke through. She was still irritated, but it was impossible to remain mad at Lisa.“Okay,” Robby

said. “No more lectures, I promise. Can we talk about your return plan though?”“Fine,” Ashley

said.Chapter 13: TimTim froze. As far as he knew, he was still walking in the direction that the

power cables led. There was no way to be sure. They had disappeared under the black jungle

soil several paces before. The compass didn’t work and he couldn’t see the sun through the

dense growth. It would be easy to get turned around and start heading the wrong way.He took

a deep breath. There was no need to panic. His way back to the Outpost was clear enough

from the bent leaves behind him, and there was no reason to get lost. He dug through his bag

and pulled out a can of orange paint. He shook it up and sprayed the trunk of a tree. It stood

out well against all the green.Tim veered left, where the going was easier. Glancing back, he

made his next mark on a tree with a clear view of the previous one. As he resumed his hike,

Tim had another moment of panic when he saw orange up ahead.“No way,” he

whispered.Angling to his left and right, he tried to get a better view of what he was seeing.“Did

I just make a loop?” he asked himself under his breath.With another step, Tim was relieved to

discover that he hadn’t. The orange mark up ahead wasn’t the one he had just made on the

tree. Someone else had employed the same scheme. Advancing slowly, he kept looking back

over his shoulder to make sure that his mark was still in view. He marked another tree, just to

be on the safe side. When he reached the other mark, he saw what it was leading him toward.



There was a tattered blue tent set up between some trees ahead.Tim scanned the woods

around him as he advanced. During his secret trips into the jungle, he had never discovered

this tent. It looked too dirty and worn to be new.Pausing a few paces away, Tim

called.“Hello?”The zipper was up. The tent’s rain fly fluttered against the side. One of the tie

downs had pulled loose.Tim took another step forward.He remembered the team that had

gone out to find the team of researchers, years before.Technically, the rest of them had only

gone to support Sariah. She had been the one who was tasked with diagnosing the electrical

problem between the jungle team and the Outpost. But Sariah’s concentration had been

dedicated to her instrument. Adrian was the one leading the way, with Dianne right behind him.

Tim had followed Sariah, listening to her mutter as she monitored the instruments that no

longer seemed to work in the wasteland.Up ahead, Adrian and Dianne quietly discussed the

lack of movement at the camp. They were still a dozen or more paces away.“Even this one,”

Sariah had said.“What’s that?” Tim asked.“This is an analog meter. Even if my batteries don’t

work over here, why wouldn’t I get some kind of signal on this. It’s just a magnet, some wires,

and…”She disappeared into her thoughts. Tim wanted to prompt her to find out what she was

thinking. Just then, Dianne called out to the tents.“Hello? Are you awake in there.”For a

moment, there had been no response.The closest tent, a small yellow contraption, began to

shake. Adrian adjusted his stance, ready for whatever was about to emerge from the nylon.The

zipper ran down and a familiar face emerged.“What’s happening?” Jeremy had asked. His

voice was slurred with sleep.At the sound of his voice, one of the other tents had started to

shake.“Is that you?” a woman’s voice asked.“Jeremy,” Dianne had said. “You weren’t

responding to your radio. We came out to check up on you.”“Couldn’t respond, probably,”

Adrian said overtop of her.“Is there an issue back at the post?” Jeremy asked.“No,” Adrian said.

“We came to find out if there is an issue here.”“Yes,” Sariah said. “There is an issue. We should

pack up and retreat.”Jeremy raised his eyebrows. The woman from the other tent

emerged.“Hey,” Tim said, just in case. “Come out or I’m coming in.”He was deeper in the jungle

than they had found the other tents. And, of course, Jeremy and Kyra had turned out to be just

fine. They had all returned to quarantine and waited patiently for word of Sariah’s

findings.Before going for the zipper, Tim moved around the tent and lifted the rain fly. He was

able to peer through one of the side vents and look in on the empty tent. A sleeping bag was

stretched out inside next to a backpack. He didn’t see anything else in there. Tim moved

around to the opening.His hand stopped on its way to the zipper. He pulled it back.“I’m not here

to search for signs of life,” he mumbled. “I’m trying to figure out what’s going on out here. There

aren’t any answers inside an abandoned tent.”With a sigh, he scolded himself silently. Tim

reached forward and ran the zipper down. Even though the vents were open, the tent smelled

musty inside. He ducked through the opening and got down on his knees so he could

investigate the sleeping bag. The interior fabric of the sleeping bag was actually dirtier than the

outside, like some filthy person had slithered into it for a nap. Tim opened up the backpack. He

found bottled water, ibuprofen, some ancient granola bars, shirts, socks, and shorts.Tim sat

back on his heels.He pushed aside the sleeping bag so he could see what was making a lump

underneath it. The bottom of the tent was slit. Black dirt was smeared on the ragged edges of

the cut. Peeling back the thick fabric, he saw what was making the lump. Someone had left a

pair of shoes, still tied, in the dirt. From what he could see, both the inside and out were

covered in the same soil.Tim rubbed his forehead and tried to think of what it all

meant.Eventually, he shook his head and started to back out of the tent.Finding the camping

gear and the clothes didn’t bother him at all. Those things were pretty easy to get. Their group

could live a hundred years before anyone would have to invest time in learning how to make



shoes. They were everywhere. The same went for shorts, shirts, socks, and pretty much

anything else a person needed to wear. Food, water, and medications were another subject.

People were careful about conserving packaged foods that were still edible, and they hoarded

pills even if they were decades past their expiration dates.Tim stepped back out to the jungle

air to regard the tent.“Footprints,” he whispered. He cursed himself as he looked down. It

should have been his first thought. Most of the jungle floor was covered in thick plants, but

before approaching he should have looked for footprints. They would have told him that

someone had been there recently.He didn’t find anything except a smudged divot that had

probably been made by his own foot.Tim backed away from the tent.They told him that the

plants around him were not native to the area. Tim had no choice but to believe them. Jungles

were not his area of expertise. He had grown up in South Carolina, but moved to Pittsburgh as

soon as he had anything to say about it. When he was a kid, everything had been overgrown.

Plants moved fast and had no respect for boundaries. In Pittsburgh, it felt like nature was a little

more tame, at least the vegetation.It would have made sense to move through the jungle with a

machete, but Tim couldn’t shake the feeling that it would be a bad idea. These didn’t seem like

the kind of plants that a person would want to piss off.Everyone who was there remembered

the vines from Donnelly. They were impossible to forget, even after the decades had faded his

other memories. Tim would recognize those vines if he ever saw them again, but he knew that

he would never get the chance. If they were around, they would be accompanied by one of the

rock monsters, and that thing would hypnotize him until the vines could overtake him. If one of

those was present, he figured he was doomed regardless.So Tim wasn’t really concerned with

looking for those constricting vines. He was worried about some new threat—something

undocumented. Before he lost sight of the blue tent, he slowed to paint another tree with

orange blazes. The blaze on the front side was for anyone who might try to follow his path. The

one on the back was in case he got the chance to try to return to the Outpost. He wasn’t sure

that either blaze was strictly necessary.There was no way to tell which direction he was going,

and no way to tell how long he had been walking. He figured that he had no reason to stop until

it seemed like the sun was setting.Back at the Outpost, Tim kept a four seat Cessna on a

stretch of flat road. For a while, he had kept it at a local airstrip, but the pavement had proven

hard to maintain. There was a stretch of dirt road out by an old quarry that was in precisely the

same condition as when Tim had found it. It wasn’t perfect—there were two big potholes that

reappeared every time Tim tried to fill them—but he knew it perfectly. From that dirt airstrip, he

had flown countless missions in the Cessna. Some of the most frustrating were undertaken

with the intention of learning more about the jungle.Gloria had been his passenger in the

airplane. The whole time she held a camera with a giant lens. Tim kept the altitude low and

steady while Gloria took pictures through the window. With the naked eye, not much was

visible after a mile or so.A fog rose from the jungle. It was the same color as the haze on the

distant mountains, but it was thicker and obscured the wasteland from the air. It prevented the

Outpost from collecting any decent aerial intelligence.Gloria had been willing to give up, but

Tim had talked her into letting him go farther.“Correct me if I’m wrong, but doesn’t this airplane

kinda need electricity to fly?” Gloria had asked.In his headphones, Tim’s own laugh had

sounded perfectly natural.“Relax,” Tim had said. “I’ll get some altitude and we’ll glide over. I’ll

turn around and start her back up. I can glide this thing almost a mile and only lose five-

hundred feet of altitude.”“There are lots of things one could do. But should we?”“Come on,” Tim

had said.Reluctantly—probably just because she wanted a better photo—she had agreed.

Tim’s stomach bunched up into knots as he steered the plane out over the wasteland and cut

the engine. The first time he had flown over the jungle, he had been alone. The engine had



stalled and refused to start. All the instruments had gone out, too. Once he had turned around,

he had barely been able to get the thing to start again. He had probably flooded the engine by

trying to start it too early.This time, with Gloria waiting for a photo, he had cut the engine while

they were still in normal airspace. Still, all the needles going flat at once was a shock. Gloria

tried to say something. He didn’t hear her at first.They both took off their headphones.Even

without the sound of the engine, the wind made it difficult to hear. The prop turned lazily.Gloria

shouted, “How will you know when to turn around?”“Don’t worry. I’ll leave plenty of margin for

error,” he had shouted back.She snapped photos. Gloria always used film and a mechanical

camera. This was one time that he wouldn’t make fun of her for it.He had turned the airplane

after a minute or so, pointing the airplane for the Outpost and hoping that he would be able to

start the engine again. He could always put it down in a parking lot, or a stretch of road if he

had to.They had gotten lucky that day—at least as far as the airplane was concerned. It had

started right up as soon as they crossed over the river. Gloria’s film wasn’t as lucky. She had

developed it carefully, but the photos hadn’t revealed anything at all. Even the ones that they

took well over the wasteland didn’t show anything at all about the jungle below.“Didn’t it seem

like we could see more the closer we got?” Gloria had asked. “These pictures don’t have any

more detail than the ones I took right when we got into the air.”“Honestly, I don’t remember,” he

had said. It was true. He couldn’t seem to remember much at all except for the worry that they

were going to crash into that sea of green below.“Next time, I should try some different filters.

Maybe I can get ahold of some infrared film.”Tim had barely listened. The fog had reminded

him of something that he couldn’t quite put his finger on.The memory of that trip faded as Tim

realized that it was getting late—time to cut. Setting off from the Outpost, he had thought

through his options. The only things he had come up with were cut, climb, or burn. The trees

around him seemed too spindly to really climb. They weren’t solid maples or oaks with stout

limbs to grasp. Some of these trees were tall, but they were lanky. They reached up on slender

trunks, relying on the closely packed neighborhood for stability.Tim found an area where the

trees were spaced apart and he pulled the saw from his pack. It took forever to make it through

the trunk. The pulpy wood kept clogging his blade. Trying to take it down with a hatchet was

even worse. Each time the head hit the bark, the tree spat at him from the wound and the wood

seemed to close up immediately.Finally, as the sunlight faded into a soft glow, the tree fell. The

sound was disturbing in the quiet jungle. The reward for his effort was a view at a tiny patch of

sky. It would have to be enough.Tim cleared enough space for his tiny tent. He stretched out on

the mat to try it out. The temperature was so warm that he had only brought a sheet to pull

over himself. He couldn’t sleep without at least a sheet to cover him.When it was fully dark, Tim

slipped quietly out of his tent and looked up. For several moments, he feared that the trees

above had conspired to lean toward the hole he had created in the canopy. They didn’t want

him to learn what was overhead.Then, he saw it. There was a star above. Once he had seen

one, more stars appeared to Tim. Blinking upwards, he realized that he could make out a

whole patch of sky.Tim smiled and nodded in the dark. He leaned back against the stump of

his tree and dug in his backpack while he kept his eyes glued on the stars. Tim lifted his little

telescope to his eye and found the stars again. They looked perfectly clear from his vantage

point. There was no fog obscuring his view of the night sky.“I thought so,” he whispered.At the

sound of something moving through the jungle, his sense of accomplishment evaporated. It

was replaced by naked fear.Whatever was moving, it was big, and it sounded fast.Tim held his

breath.Chapter 14: Lisa“In the old days, this whole trip would have taken less than a day,” Lisa

said. “We would have woken up in Gladstone, had a nice breakfast, and we would have been

at the Outpost before dark.”Lisa was navigating. Robby was driving. Alone in the rear seat,



Ashley leaned her head against the window.“You’ve said that, like, a million times already,”

Ashley said. “You might be getting a little senile, Aunt Lisa.”“How does it happen?” Robby asked

Lisa.“What?”“I was a teenager when the world ended, and I was never so rude or dismissive of

my elders. I didn’t have time. We certainly didn’t raise our children to have so little respect for

people. Then, as soon as I blinked, there are teenagers everywhere who tell adults the rudest

things,” Robby said.“It’s fear. Nothing less,” Lisa said with a smile. “You watch your loved ones

fading away and you think that if you shame them they will try harder and live longer. It’s a

flawed understanding of aging, but it’s perfectly natural.”Ashley sighed and thumped her

forehead against her window. “Sorry, Aunt Lisa. I didn’t mean anything by it.”“No problem, dear,”

Lisa said. “Just for the record, your father is telling half of the truth. He was never rude, but he

was often dismissive. When someone told him to do something that he didn’t believe would

work, he would nod pleasantly and then do whatever the hell he wanted to. Looking back, I

can’t believe that all of us adults happily listened to the crazy theories of a thirteen year old.”“I

was fourteen when I met you,” Robby said.“Whatever,” Lisa laughed.Robby took a right and

Lisa saw the mowed lawns and maintained buildings up on the hill. It was refreshing to see an

inhabited space after all of the ruins they had seen along the way. Someone walking between

buildings stopped and raised a hand in greeting.“Welcome to the Outpost,” Robby said.Ashley

leaned forward between the seats and took it all in with wide eyes.“Settle down, Ash,” Lisa said.

“It’s just a couple of houses.”“I’ve only ever seen it on video,” Ashley said. “It’s cool.”“Uh huh,”

Lisa said, rolling her eyes. “Aim us toward the gardens, will you, Robby? I’m dying for some

food that was grown on purpose.”“There’s nothing wrong with foraging,” Ashley said. “What do

you think we’re going to survive on out in the jungle?”“That’s precisely why I want to barter for

some produce now, darling,” Lisa said.“I’ll drop you off,” Robby said. “I want to show Ashley

what I’ve put together for her trip.”“How long have you known that I was going to want to go out

into the jungle?” Ashley asked her father. “I’m pretty sure I only decided to go recently.”“You’ve

been thinking about it longer than that,” Robby said with a laugh. “You can’t fool me.”Robby took

them up over the hill and down into an old neighborhood. Lisa could tell by the fences where

the gardens were located. They had the same problem as Gladstone—deer would come in if

they didn’t put up big fences around everything. She also spotted solar panels that would be

used for the water pumps and electric fencing. Robby pulled over next to a gate.“Let me get my

babies out of the back,” Lisa said. She waved farewell to Ashley and rounded the back of the

vehicle. Lifting the tailgate, she pulled a tray of plants that she had packed hastily back in

Gladstone. She had a tomato variety that grew much better from clones than seeds. She found

that her little clones were the best received gifts when she visited other farms.After she closed

the back of the SUV, Robby pulled away.Lisa balanced the tray on one arm while she opened

the gate.A man rushed up behind her.“I’ll get that,” he said, reaching around her. “Lisa,

right?”“Yes,” she smiled back at him. “You’re…”“Andrew,” he said. “I think we met in Donnelly

once.”“Of course. You helped with Romie.”He nodded and motioned for her to lead the way.

Lisa felt both envy and admiration as soon as she entered their garden area. The place looked

like it stretched on forever. The group had put up fences between the houses of a little

suburban strip and used the enclosed space to install rows of raised beds. Some of the houses

looked inhabited. Others had been turned into hothouses or utility sheds. Through the patio

doors of one of the buildings, she saw that a kitchen with a vaulted ceiling was now shelter to

an orange tree.Further down, she saw something even more exotic for their area.“Are those

avocado trees?”Andrew smiled and nodded.“Wow. All I brought you guys is my

tomatoes.”“We’ve heard about them. I’m glad you brought them.”“You’re too kind,” Lisa said.

“Will you give me a tour?”“Of course. Let me take you to our potting room first. We can get



those guys in soil.”Lisa almost wished she hadn’t stopped by to see their garden. She knew it

was going to be even more difficult to go with Ashley into the jungle now that she had seen

it.She knocked on the door even though the number on the house was right and her own SUV

was parked in the driveway.“Come on in,” Robby said, opening the door. “We’re just finishing

our inventory.”In the living room, they had two big packs in the middle of the floor. The contents

for the packs were spread out on the carpet.“Only one tent?” Lisa asked.“We’ll share,” Ashley

said. “It’s less weight for one two-person tent.”“But if we get split up…”“Are you planning on

leaving me, Aunt Lisa?”Lisa shrugged.“Water, purification tablets, vitamins, field guide,” Robby

said, ticking items off of his list.“We can survive,” Ashley said. “I’m not worried about that. It’s

less than two days to the west river.”“You can be cavalier about food, Ashley, but you have to

take water seriously,” Robby said. He pointed the end of his pencil at her as he spoke. “If you

get dehydrated, nothing else will help you. We don’t have any rainfall data, and we don’t know if

there are any ponds or springs.”“There are always ponds and springs,” Ashley said. “People

don’t go thirsty in a jungle.”Robby shook his head.“Listen to your father,” Lisa said. “He has

survived a lot based on his wits.”“Fine,” Ashley said.“You have flint and steel in these knives.

Don’t count on fire though. People have experimented with fire at the periphery of the jungle,

but there is no data for deeper in. Also, pay close attention to your state of mind. Key an eye on

each other. Let’s not assume that the atmosphere will support life.”“Fire? Air?” Ashley asked.

“You really think there’s a chance that oxygen doesn’t exist in the jungle? What are all those

plants producing.”“I don’t know,” Robby said. “That’s the point. We literally have no explanation

for why electricity doesn’t work over there. We don’t have a single testable theory. So why

would we assume that oxygen and fire have meaning over there? Let’s not make any

assumptions about the basic things required to keep you alive.”“It’s understandable,” Lisa said,

“and I will go along with it, but you have to admit that we’re being a little dramatic about this,

right?”Robby raised his eyebrows. He clearly didn’t appreciate being undercut when he was

trying to ensure their safety.“I mean, even where devices don’t work, it’s not like people are

falling over dead, right? If all electricity didn’t work, wouldn’t our nervous system shut down as

well? We don’t have any documented sickness or injury based on going into the jungle.”Robby

turned up his hands and looked toward the ceiling.“Yes, okay,” Lisa said. “I know—better safe

than sorry.”“Relax, Dad,” Ashley said. “We will take along all this gear, and we will be careful to

not take anything for granted. Lisa and I will periodically check that we can make fire, the air is

safe to breathe, and whatever.”Before Ashley could continue, she was interrupted by a knock

on the door.“Come in,” Robby called.The woman on the other side of the door had a dog on a

leash.Lisa greeted Gloria. Robby knelt down to say hello to the leashed dog. After she heard

the name, Lisa remembered the dog as a puppy. She was named Penny, and belonged to

Tim.“Can we talk in private for a second, Robby?” Gloria asked.“Sure,” Robby said. “Of

course.”His eyes darted around the room before he waved Gloria and Penny toward the

kitchen. Ashley sidled toward the doorway, clearly intending to listen in.“Ashley, come out to the

vehicle and let’s get our clothes. I want to make sure we have enough room for our personal

stuff along with all this camping gear.”Ashley couldn’t hide her disappointment, but she came

along dutifully. On the way across the lawn, Lisa asked, “Are you going to bring along a bow

and arrows? You didn’t bring one down, did you?”“No,” Ashley said. “We don’t have evidence of

game over there, and I didn’t think it would be necessary. We can survive on plants and

supplies for the trip.”“Small animals are denser in energy,” Lisa said. “And over there, if we find

animals they’re not going to be so skittish.”They grabbed their bags from the SUV and hauled

them toward the house.“People always say that,” Ashley said. “Any time we go to somewhere

uninhabited, people say that the animals aren’t going to have a natural fear of predation, but



there are always predators. You think rabbits live in the jungle without predators?”“I guess

you’re right. I just think it would be smart to cover all our bases.”“The energy to carry it would

be more…”“Fine,” Lisa said, interrupting. ”I’m not going to argue.”Ashley held the door open for

Lisa and they entered to find that Gloria and Robby were back in the living room.“Everything

okay?” Lisa asked.“You have a third member of your team,” Robby said.Lisa raised her

eyebrows and glanced between Gloria and the dog. She wasn’t excited about either one of

them joining the expedition. They seemed like they would be a burden in different ways. Gloria

was a scientist, and probably didn’t know all that much about hiking and living off the land. The

dog would require different food and would be difficult to feed. Before Lisa could open her

mouth to voice a soft objection, Robby clarified.“Tim has gone into the jungle already. Gloria

wanted me to watch Penny so she could go after him. I told her that you two were going, so

there’s no need.”Ashley tilted her head and appeared confused. “We’re not going on a rescue

mission, Dad.”“No, I know. I would like you guys to track down Tim so he knows you’re out

there too. Then you can decide if your objectives align. That’s all.”“How are we even supposed

to find him?” Ashley asked.“He was going to leave a trail of orange blazes. You should be able

to follow those,” Gloria said.Lisa tried to read Ashley’s expression. When she was lost in

thought, it was nearly impossible to tell what Ashley was thinking. At the moment, the young

woman seemed a little confused.“Okay,” Ashley said with a shrug.“Thank you,” Gloria said. “I’ll

take this one back to the yard. She’s an escape artist. She knows exactly where Tim went and

she is bound and determined to go with him.”Lisa nodded. They were in a rare moment in their

house where nobody had a dog. Usually, there was one or more following the kids around. Bad

luck had taken two dogs away from them in the course of just a couple of months and they

were letting everyone emotionally heal before they tried to track down another puppy.It seemed

that the bonds between people and dogs were even stronger now. When Lisa was a kid, dogs

had few responsibilities and were much more pets than family members. Now, it seemed like

they were counted on for work, and expected to contribute to the survival of the whole

community. It wasn’t surprising that Penny was eager to go join Tim.When Gloria opened the

door, she automatically took another loop of leash into her hand. Penny behaved well, despite

the obvious tension in her muscles. The dog was ready to spring, but holding herself back in

deference to the leash.“Talk to you soon,” Robby called after Gloria.Gloria didn’t respond to

him, only to Lisa and Ashley. “You guys be careful, okay? Remember the first objective of your

mission.”“What’s that?” Ashley asked.“Safety.”Gloria shut the door behind herself.They took

until sunset to pack and then all went out for a walk. Lisa needed to burn off some energy so

she would be able to sleep. The way that Ashley moved around on the balls of her feet, her

nerves were contagious. If Lisa would have agreed, they would have left right then, regardless

of the fact that flashlights wouldn’t work in the jungle.“It has to be magnetic, right?” Ashley said

as they climbed a hill. “There’s some overwhelming magnetic force that’s disrupting the normal

flow of electrons over there. That has to be the issue.”“Don’t underestimate the people who

have been working on this problem,” Robby said. “They have dragged enormous conductors

across the river and tested thousands of theories. None of them have shown any logical results

whatsoever. If the problem were purely magnetic, then the results would have shown

resistance to current, right? Well, as far as we know, there is no way to excite the movement of

electrons in a conductor via any amount of voltage. The model that works over here simply fails

to exist over there.”Ashley was too distracted to really listen.“That can’t be true. Everything

works on electrons and voltage. Everything. If it all stopped then everything would stop. Would

chemistry even be a thing? How would plants grow? How would our nervous system continue

to function?”Robby smiled at his daughter’s enthusiasm.“I know you have your own goals, but if



you do discover anything material in your journey, I hope you’ll seriously consider coming back

with the findings. Everyone over here would be thrilled with some kind of breakthrough,” Robby

said.They walked in silence for a moment. As they ascended the hill, they were catching up to

the setting sun as it tried to dip below the hills on the horizon. It was a pretty place to live, but

Lisa knew she wouldn’t be happy away from the coast. Where they lived, they had it all. There

were lakes, the ocean, hills, and plenty of flat land with rich soil. Aside from the winter storms,

their area was perfect. The people in the Outpost might have more moderate temperatures, but

they paid a high price for that.“What about Norfolk? I went there once. It was nice,” Lisa

said.Ashley looked at her like she was crazy. Robby smiled, welcoming the non sequitur.“All

burned, from what I could tell,” Robby said. “All the coastal areas south of New York were

destroyed in one way or the other. Tornadoes, fire, or flooding—there aren’t a lot of good

houses around. There was a small group from Donnelly who wanted to go build on the north

shore of the Delaware Bay. I don’t remember what stopped them. I think it was the bridges.

Some are still passable, but only if you’re willing to take a substantial risk that they will last until

you want to come back.”“Huh,” Lisa said. “Just travel by boat then.”“Limiting,” Robby said.

“Maybe though. Just over here is the best view,” Robby said, pointing.They followed him over to

a tower that was built next to a little clearing. It reminded Lisa of a lifeguard stand, only taller.

Ashley was the first up the ladder. Robby went behind Lisa and waited patiently while Lisa

found her feet up on the platform. They moved to the railing and looked south.“It goes on

forever,” Lisa said. The canopy of green across the river was unbroken.“The fog seems to be

minimal at sunset,” Robby said. “At noon, you can’t see more than a mile before the fog blocks

everything. On one of the other towers, they rigged an enormous spotlight so they could see if

the fog existed at night. It does—at least to artificial light.”“But it looked pretty clear from the

satellite imagery,” Ashley said.“Only straight down,” Robby said. “Do you remember how it

looked around the edges? It was fogged out.”“I figured all the images looked like that,” Ashley

said. “Some issue with the lens or the sensor, right?”“I don’t think so. I think it’s the same fog. It

doesn’t appear to be a physical vapor or anything. My only guess is that it’s a difference in the

way that photons travel over there.”“Come on,” Ashley said.Robby only shrugged. With a sigh,

he said, “I know. It defies explanation.”“I can’t believe you haven’t gone over there yet,” Lisa

said to Robby. She regretted it as soon as she said it. Robby still traveled, obviously, but he

was very careful with his own safety. He absolutely refused to do anything that would put his

life in real jeopardy. He had three children and they had already lost their mother. Robby

wouldn’t do anything to make them suffer another loss.Robby sighed again. When he turned to

Ashley, he took both of his daughter’s hands and waited until he had her full attention.“You

have to be careful. Remember that.”Ashley seemed calm for the first time that evening.“I will,

Dad. I promise.”Chapter 15: CorinnaCorinna parked her motorcycle over near the fuel depot

and walked the rest of the way. She climbed the steps to the park, walked the dirt path that was

carved between basketball and tennis courts, and slipped through the hole in the fence. The

building was surrounded by tall trees. It was only a matter of time before one fell and took out a

chunk of the place. She went down the concrete stairs and pounded her fist against the metal

door.She heard the whir of the camera above her.Corinna raised her hand and gave the

camera an exasperated smile in the dark. He would see her. The camera was outfitted with

infrared.The door buzzed and unlocked, just like an old apartment building from the city.“You’re

backsliding again, Liam,” she called, pulling the door shut behind her. It buzzed again and

clicked as the locks shot back home.Corinna snaked down the hall and turned the corner to his

living room. The room didn’t have a single exterior wall. Above them, there were five floors of

apartments that would be perfectly lovely with a small amount of cleaning. Liam preferred to



live underground, especially at night.“Did you bring me anything?”“Nope,” she said. “I heard

that someone discovered a stash of popcorn in a warehouse. It was stored in a vacuum and

they said that it’s still good.”“Impossible,” Liam said.Corinna took one of the wooden chairs. The

cushions in his upholstered chairs always felt damp to her.“Are you calling me a liar?” she

asked.He looked as white as a ghost. He clearly hadn’t been outside in some time.“I’m just

saying that the last time we found vacuum sealed popcorn it was no good. The kernels need to

have moisture inside them in order to pop. The vacuum pulls the moisture out or

something.”“Huh,” Corinna said. She slipped the bag off her shoulder and pulled out the

package. “I guess you don’t want it then.”It was a five-pound bag. With rationing, it could last

him months and months. Liam had never been good at rationing though.“Shut up,” he said.

When he reached for it, she snatched it away.“What do you say?”“How long are you going to

treat me like I’m five?”Corinna raised her eyebrows. He already knew the answer. To say it out

loud would only hurt them both. Liam sat back and folded his arms across his chest. Corinna

frowned and put the bag of popcorn on the table. At one point, he had worked hard to grow

corn that could be dried to make decent popcorn. Liam had cheerfully given up his crop when it

turned out to be the only thing that kept the cows producing. Milk for the kids was more

important than his own nostalgia. It had been the last project that Liam had involved himself in.

Something about the experience had broken his will.She studied him for a few minutes. He

wouldn’t meet her eyes.“Come with me,” she said. “I’m going north to the border. They’re doing

interesting work.”He shook his head. “You know I can’t.”“I know that you’ll fight me. We’ll go

back and forth, arguing, and then you’ll eventually give in. I also know that you’ll have a great

time when we get back on the road. It will be like old times.”“The old times were only fun for

you,” he said.Liam still wouldn’t look at her.“I was terrified, constantly.”“You only say that. I know

what you look like when you’re happy.”“And am I happy right now?”“No.”“Think about that,

Corinna. If I’m unhappy at the idea of going north with you, why do you assume that I was so

happy back then? You only remember the good times. You have this incredibly well-developed

ability to block out the bad things in the past and only remember the good ones. It’s really

hurtful, and disrespectful.”She wanted to jump to her feet and walk it off, but then Liam would

simply criticize that. He was brilliant and picking up on her foibles and absolutely blind to his

own. Corinna made herself stay perfectly still.“Disrespectful?”Liam nodded. “Think of all the

people who have suffered, and all the people who have died. I’m not talking about the whole

world, I’m just talking about Donnelly. You’re so quick to shed the weight of what everyone has

been through. It’s disrespectful to the price that we’ve all paid.”“What are we supposed to do,

drown in our own tears? Are we supposed to shackle ourselves to depression just because we

survived hardship? Get over yourself. Nobody cares about the past. The future is what

matters.”“Disrespectful,” he said with another frown.Corinna sighed. It was getting harder and

harder to visit him. It was true—she liked to put negative things behind her and focus on the

future. It wasn’t a skill that she had always enjoyed. It took discipline to police her thoughts and

keep herself on track, and she had worked hard to achieve a positive outlook. When Liam had

grown old enough to take care of himself and he had demanded some independence, Corinna

had been both sad and elated. She experienced freedom and loss at the same time.Now, she

was feeling a different kind of loss. This time, she was going to pull away from him. It was

coming and there didn’t seem to be anything that she could do to stop it.“I’m almost done,” she

said.“With what?”“With this. With you.”Corinna never let herself cry, usually. This time, she

couldn’t control it.Liam didn’t answer.“If I’m almost done, think about everyone else, Liam. How

long do you think they’re going to support you? You haven’t fulfilled any of the mandates. Do

you really think that you can exist on your own?”“They won’t abandon me. There are too few of



us.”“You’ve already abandoned them. Donnelly is focused on growth. You’re focused on

wallowing. You’re not just refusing to help, you’re actively dragging everyone else down.”Liam

looked at the floor.Corinna wondered who was bringing him his food. It was clear that he hadn’t

been outside of his basement apartment in forever. His power came from the town’s grid and

his water came from the town’s supply. Eventually, they were going to cut him off. He wouldn’t

last a week without their help.“I’m not doing it on purpose,” he said.Decades before, Liam had

been afraid of the open sky. There was a point when Corinna had been convinced that Liam

had conquered that fear. Now she wasn’t sure if he was regressing or simply depressed.“Okay,”

Corinna said. “I don’t know what to say anymore. I’m always ready to help you, just as soon as

you’re willing to accept my help. You know how to get in touch.”She stood up.His eyes landed

on her for a fraction of a second and then slid off again. Whatever he was waiting for, he was

still waiting.She let her fingers brush his shoulder as she passed by him on the way to the door.

When she looked back, she was about to put out the offer again—he could go north with her

and see the expeditions that were exploring the mysteries up there. He was looking at the bag

of popcorn. Corinna left him there.Before heading north of Donnelly, Corinna logged her

intended route onto the message board. Nobody would care. She was only doing it so that

Liam wouldn’t have any excuse if they ever fought about it in the future.After that, she was free

to leave. Since nobody had known she was coming, there was nobody to say goodbye to.

Corinna enjoyed that freedom. For a while, she had lived in a communal house with several

people. It had been convenient to be able to rely on others to help look after Liam when he was

little. Even living in the same house had led to too many dependencies. There was always talk

of what they were going to do for dinner, or where they might take a walk in the morning.

Corinna preferred to play things by ear.She thought about that communal house as she sat

straddling her motorcycle. If she stayed there, meditating on her solitary nature, it was only a

matter of time before someone discovered her. Corinna started the engine and took off up the

road.She drove with a big tank of fuel strapped to the back of the machine. It would easily be

enough to get her to the next fuel truck. The exploration teams had left several tankers on the

highways to support expeditions. So it wasn’t true freedom that she enjoyed. She had to stick

to a route that would take her to a fuel depot before she ran out. It was close enough

though.The sun set before Corinna reached a decision point. If she turned east, she would

follow Trent’s group on their path through the White Mountains. North would take her to where

Jackson’s crew was exploring into Canada.She liked Trent more, but Jackson was headed in a

more interesting direction.The choice paralyzed Corinna. She shut off the motorcycle and

decided to sleep on the decision. Leaving the bike on the shoulder of the highway, Corinna

grabbed her pack and descended the slope to the river. Her eyes adjusted fast to the darkness.

The Milky Way cut a river of light through the sky and Corinna picked her way across the rocks

to the bubbling water.She found a small patch of sand and dropped her pack.The crickets

played their songs, filling the night air with music. As long as she was quiet, they sang. Corinna

collected sticks and then dragged a log from the bank. When she dropped it on her makeshift

fire pit, the crickets went silent for a second. They resumed their song as she piled the sticks

and struck a match.The crackling flames consumed Corinna’s attention.This wasn’t her life.

She was from the city. The rest of her days could have been filled with windows, carpet,

concrete, and tile, and she would have been perfectly happy. Everything was falling apart now.

The buildings and bridges were unstable. Life was flipped on its head.Corinna eased herself

down and rearranged her pack so she could lean against it while the fire got going. The fire

organized as it burned. It move the sticks around to just where it wanted them, enveloped

them, and then settled them some more. The wind dimmed the light for a moment and then it



came back even stronger.Up the hill, on the highway beyond her motorcycle, there was a big

truck of fuel waiting for her. If she climbed up into the cab, she would find snacks left behind for

any hungry travelers. Corinna would never take those snacks. She hated being dependent on

that unnecessary generosity.To her, it represented the worst of what the world had

become.People had once dominated everything. Their greed had been a symbol of their

supremacy. Because the entire world had been conquered and divided up, it had been of

critical importance to assert which assets belonged to each person. There had been no such

thing as community wealth. Charity had been derided and avoided at any cost.“And here I am,

running off to do anything if Robby asks,” she whispered.That wasn’t charity.Corinna reached

behind her and unclipped the pot from her pack. There was no reason to use her fresh water

when there was a whole river right next to her. She took off her shoes and socks so she could

wade into the water and scoop out a clear pot full.Back at the fire, she arranged a place to set

her pot to boil.With a sigh, she sat back down. At the top of the bank, up in the woods,

something was moving around. For years, Corinna had been wary of any sound in the night.

Then, after hearing what a bear really sounded like, she had calmed down. A bear was hard to

mistake. And, at least in her experience, other predators didn’t like fire. The sound she heard

was probably a skunk or a raccoon.Corinna leaned back and looked up toward the sky.She

was still preoccupied with Liam. There was no reason to keep denying it. He was likely never

going to be happy, and she would never be completely happy while he was suffering. If

something terrible happened to him, at least she would be able to mourn and heal. As it was, it

seemed like a part of her was always close to panic because it felt like she should do

something but there was nothing to do.They used to have drugs for people like that.Ty had

once said that he didn’t think that antidepressants would be necessary anymore.“People only

needed those things because their problems were intangible,” he had said. “Now, our problems

are things that we can point at or hold in our hands. The stress is real. Depression can’t grow in

this environment.”Ty couldn’t have been more wrong.Having survived the end of the world

multiple times, it seemed like everyone was depressed for a while. They had lived through the

worst and it felt like everyone was sad to have made it.Corinna laughed in the dark.In a few

generations, after humans finally forgot what they had once achieved, maybe people would be

able to be happy.She propped herself up on her arms to look at the pot of water. She dug in

her pack for a sock and then used that to grab the hot handle. Sloshing the water around, the

water sounded weird in the pot. It didn’t sizzle as it hit the hot metal sides.Corinna found a

flashlight.Everything appeared normal, except for the fact that the water wasn’t boiling

yet.Frowning at the pot and the fire, Corinna dipped her finger in the water and jerked it back. It

certainly felt like it was boiling.Part Two:UnderwayChapter 16: Ashley“There it is,” Ashley said,

pointing at the first orange mark.Lisa was looking down.“Aunt Lisa, are you even paying

attention?”Lisa looked back the way they had come.Ashley followed her gaze, half expecting to

see her father moving through the jungle. That morning he had seemed reluctant to let them

go.“I just… I need you to be careful, Ash,” he had said.“I know, Dad. We’ll be fine. You went

over my gear. You’re making Lisa go with me. What other precautions do you want to take?”

Ashley had asked. She understood her father’s trepidation. He desperately wanted to come

along with them, but he couldn’t. It was bad enough that he was all the way down here at the

Outpost while Jim and Janelle were up in Gladstone. He wanted to keep all of them in one tiny

little area, completely in view at all times.
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DeeDee, “good book!. Ok, maybe “good book” is over simplifying it, so I’ll elaborate. I enjoyed

it, but some chapters way more than others. The positives are, I liked the development of the

characters, the sun causing all the time shifts (spoiler alert!) and other nasty changes in people

and animals, was a very interesting plot line! I loved the fact that this is about survival against

unknown enemies, but they always find a way to move forward.The negatives- so many sub

characters it was hard to keep them straight, and the story sometimes got bogged down with a

lot of side dialogs, that really weren’t important (my opinion) . It would have been just as good,

maybe even better, if it was just shorter with less little details.I would love to see some kind of

legend listing where they lived and who were in their family groups, including the dogs!”

Debra M, “Impressive. The characters are so very real and everything they endured was both

terrifying and amazing. Took me through so many twists and turns that at times I wasn't sure if

anyone would survive. Slowly it started coming together for me. I really enjoyed this series”

Kora87, “Incredibly Original. This is a great addition to the Extinct series. This is the fifth book

in the series and we get to catch up with beloved characters years after the last novel. We are

also introduced to some new characters who are great additions to our little group. It was nice

to see how the characters have grown and also how the society they have developed has

grown and, since they haven`t had to deal with any new threats for so long, how they deal with

the new challenges that are being thrown at them.This novel is incredibly long, but flowed really

well.”

Cheryl Westerman, “Excellent Series. Wow is all I can say. This was a grand journey from

beginning to end. Scary too. This is something that I can see really happening to the real

world.  The struggles would definitely be real. Many thanks to the author for a job well done.”

elanowolf, “The Extinct series is absolutely amazing!. I have read these 5 books. Such a

wonderful story! Totally different from any other. The people become like your friends or family. I

couldn't stop reading until all had been read.”

TravJanet, “Solid end to a great series. Favorite characters once again contending with an

apocalyptic world. This one is bittersweet as I'm not ready to say goodbye to this crew. This

series will make you see the world around you in a new way. Love it!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved it. This last.novel finally brought the complete story together. I will

miss these character after watching them survive their challenges together.”

B. L. Smith, “Extinct Series. I loved the whole series, all five books. I never lost interest and

loved the characters I read about. (I fact I will miss them) I highly recommend the whole series.

Ike Hamill keeps you going throughout the books. These are a great read!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved this book.. I really loved this final book from this series and I have

recommended it family and friends. I didn't want it to end.”

The book by Ike Hamill has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 45 people have provided feedback.
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